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POSTAL AUCTION 
Closing Friday, 11th December 2015 at 5.00pm

Terms and Conditions of Sale
1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give notice 

that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not hold ourselves 
liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated otherwise, all items 
are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers are reminded that 
certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material on viewing day at 
Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special Delivery 
at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. If you 
require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding form. We 
always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or damage in 
transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the highest 
bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, which will 
be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid increments as 
defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case of 

equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers for 
a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis. Please 
contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 
01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by card or cheque. Your cheque, or card details, must accompany your 

bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your bids 
(or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for packing and 
carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you are completely 
unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt will be enclosed 
with the lots you have successfully purchased.

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit and credit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. Credit 
cards attract a 2% surcharge (the amount charged to us by the card company). Your card details must 
be provided with your bids. This information will be stored securely and shredded shortly after the sale 
closes.

For full Conditions of Sale, please see the main Stoneleigh Auction catalogue. They will also be on 
display at Stoneleigh on 5th December.
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93
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Lots 1 - 155: Books, General
1 CLARK DK volumes 1 - 4 of "The Steam Engine - Treatise on Steam Engines and Boilers". 

1400pp in total, published by Blackie & Sons in 1890. (4) £10
2 JOHN FOWLER & CO published album "Photographs of Main Line and Narrow Gauge 

Locomotives Manufactured by John Fowler & Co". Lavish, landscape format hardback book 
with title in gold on front. Contains 28 B&W plates showing company locomotives. Appears circa 
1890s. Covers rubbed, contents OK. £30

3 BRADSHAW'S "Guide through the City of Edinburgh and its Vicinity". Red, clothbound hardback 
covers with title in gold on front, 79pp plus plates and fold out map (detached). Dated 1848. Minor 
wear, good for age. £10

4 FAIRLIE R.F: "The Battle of The Gauges Renewed". Hardback, 147pp published by Effingham 
Wilson in 1872. Bindings loose, some wear. £10

5 DIONYSIUS LARDNER "The Steam Engine Familiarly Explained and Illustrated". 391pp, 6th 
edition published by Taylor and Walton in 1836. Re-bound into modern hardback covers. £10

6 LPC published hardback book "Kitsons of Leeds 1837-1937" by Edwin Kitson Clark. 185pp 
published circa 1939. Covers bumped, some foxing. £10

7 PM KALLA-BISHOP "Tandem Compound Locomotives - a historic review". 70pp bound into later 
hardback covers, published by the author in 1949. £10

8 PHILLIPSON E.A: "The Steam Locomotive in Traffic". Hardback with dust jacket, 252pp published 
by LPC in 1949. Slightly faded spine. £10

9 STRETTON C.E: "The History of The Midland Railway". Hardback, 358pp published by Methven 
in 1901. £10

10 HEBER S. "By the New Mountain Railway Kristiania - Bergen to the Fjords". Hardback, landscape 
format, 40pp, circa 1910s. Text in English. £10

11 RAILWAY GAZETTE published six-part work "Railway Posters and the War". 200+pp illustrated 
guide to posters published by the wartime Railway Executive 1939-43, bound into hardback 
covers. VGC. £10

12 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE CO published hardback book "History of the Baldwin Locomotive 
Works 1831 to 1923". 210pp illustrated history published in 1923. Covers bumped. £10

13 NORTH BRITISH STATION HOTEL souvenir book "Old & New Edinburgh". Green hardback, 
clothbound covers with coat of arms and title in black and gold on front. 90pp plus adverts and 
fold-out map. Produced for the opening of the hotel by the North British Railway in October 1902. 
Small marks to covers. £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 5th December 2015 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit/credit card 

details in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on Friday 11th December.
Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 

Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 
Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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14 HARDBACK BOOK "The Story of McAlpine Steam Locomotives 1869-1965 with list of contracts" 
by JB Latham. 310pp with dust jacket, published by the author in 1993. £10

15 MORTON H.V. "The Land of the Vikings". Orange, hardback covers, 109pp with illustrations by 
Frank Mason, published by Clay & Sons in 1928. £10

16 DELL LEIGH "Cameos of Three Counties". Orange, hardback covers, 168pp with illustrations by 
Frank Mason, published by Clay & Sons in 1928. £10

17 STEEL WILFRED L "The History of the LNWR". Hardback, clothbound covers with title in gold on 
front, 502pp, published by Railway & Travel Monthly in 1914. Marking and wear to covers. £10

18 GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY official hardback publication "Per Rail" published 1913. 238pp plus 
two fold out maps (one missing). Covers rubbed. £10

19 HARDBACK BOOK "The McAlpine System of Reinforced Concrete Tunnel Lining". 100pp 
published 1935. Ex library, water staining to top edge. £10

20 MACLEAN J.S. "The Newcastle & Carlisle Railway 1825 - 1862". Hardback with dust jacket, 
121pp published by Robinson & Co in 1948. Inscription on front end page. £10

21 WIENER L "Passenger Tickets". Hardback, 300+pp published by The Railway Gazette circa 
1940s. £60

22 YOUNG R: "Timothy Hackworth and the Locomotive". Hardback, no dust jacket, 406pp published 
by LPC in 1923. Spine wear. £10

23 BENNETT A.R: "The Chronicles of Boulton's Siding". Hardback, 272pp published by LPC in 
1927. Covers and spine very faded. £10

24 LIVESEY RM "Rolling Stock of the Principal Irish Narrow Gauge Railways". Published paper of 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, dated 30th July 1912. Paperback, 54pp plus plates. £10

25 EDITH K HARPER "A Cornish Giant - Richard Trevithick: father of the locomotive engine". 
Paperback, 61pp published by Spon in 1913. £10

26 REED B. "Diesel Locomotives and Railcars". Paperback, 190pp plus index and adverts, published 
by LPC circa late 1930s. Spine wear, owners name on front. £10

27 GRANT LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. 1971 limited edition reprint of the 1871 Grant Locomotive 
Works catalogue. Hardback, 150+pp, signed by the author. £10

28 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "Kinnaber, or the Great Railway Race of 1895" by W.J. Scott. 46pp 
published by Kegan Paul in 1895. Spine taped. £10

29 PIKE R. "Railway Adventures and Anecdotes". Hardback, 296pp published by Hamilton, Adams 
& Co in 1884. Ex library. £10

30 HARDBACK BOOK "Archiv fur Eisenbahnwesen". 1536pp in part leather bound covers, 
published in Berlin in 1905. Covers rubbed, ex library. £10

31 HARDBACK BOOK with dust jacket "Rail Gun" by Batchelor & Hogg. 60pp published by the 
author in 1973. £10

32 BOYLE'S "Birmingham and Wolverhampton Railway Guide". Paperback, 26pp plus adverts, 
dated June 1850. Covers worn, edge chips, fragile. £10

33 FREELING'S Grand Junction Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 192pp plus adverts, no fold out 
map. Published by Whittaker and Co in 1838. Slight cover wear. £24

34 PARRY'S RAILWAY COMPANION from Chester to Holyhead and guide to Dublin. Clothbound 
boards with title in gold on front. 158pp plus fold out map, dated 1848. Front and back covers 
detached. £10

35 FREELING'S London and Birmingham Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 200pp plus adverts 
and fold out map. Published by Whittaker and Co in 1838. Slight cover wear. £10

36 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE to the SER dated 1889. Red clothbound hardback covers showing 
coat of arms and Canterbury Cathedral. 336pp, plus maps. Spine worn, a few pages detached. 
£10

37 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE LNWR dated 1907. 486pp plus fold out maps, rebound 
in modern clothbound hardback covers. £10
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38 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE MIDLAND RAILWAY dated 1913. Red clothbound 
hardback covers showing coat of arms, 464pp plus fold-out maps. A few detached pages, ex BR 
library. £10

39 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the London and Birmingham Railway". Hardback with title in gold on 
front, 112pp plus adverts and fold-out map. Dated August 1840. Minor wear. £10

40 WYLD'S GREAT WESTERN, CHELTENHAM AND GREAT WESTERN AND BRISTOL AND 
EXETER RAILWAY guide dated 1839. Pocket sized hardback book, 284pp plus maps. Cover 
worn. £10

41 "MOGG'S HANDBOOK FOR RAILWAY TRAVELLERS - LONDON & BIRMINGHAM GRAND 
JUNCTION AND OTHER RAILWAYS" by Edward Mogg. 232pp, no fold-out map, hardback with 
title in gold on front. Published by the author in 1839. Restoration to spine and end pages. £10

42 HYLTON SOUTHWICK AND MONKSWEARMOUTH RAILWAY act for the construction of the 
line. 18pp on blue coloured paper, bound into clothbound card covers with title in gold on front. 
Dated 1871. £10

43 ACT for the Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal Railway dated 1831. 128pp in part leather bound 
hardback covers. £10

44 RAILWAY HERALD published paperback booklet "Station Album". 24pp containing photographs 
of major stations. Circa 1890s. Minor faults to rear cover. £10

45 EDWARD BAKER (Birmingham) "Railroadiana" catalogue of out of print railway books for sale. 
Eight issues (mostly No.333), paperback, 30+pp, circa 1890s. Covers very poor on most.  (8) £10

46 GCR desk "blotter". Booklet style in black leather bound hardback cover with company coat of 
arms on front. Opens to show blotting pages and photo illustrations, many showing Immingham 
Docks. Circa 1915. Good used condition. £10

47 NER rule book type booklet "Comparative Statement of Shipments 1887". Leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front, 50+pp, many completed. Covers rubbed. £10

48 GER published booklet "Memoranda connected with the Locomotive and Carriage Works at 
Stratford and the Wagon Works at Temple Mills". Paperback, 32pp, locomotive diagrams and fold 
out plan, published June 1921. Covers dusty and marked. £10

49 GER booklet "Lowestoft Harbour and Fish Markets - dues, tolls, wharfage, warehouse and other 
charges". 7pp in leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1917. Plus 4pp 
amendment of revised charges dated 1921. (2) £10

50 Fourteen L&YR specification documents for various permanent way alterations. Each foolscap 
sized, 6 - 15pp dated 1882 - 1885. (14) £10

51 GNR pocket sized booklet "King's Cross Fares". 73pp listing fares. Dated 1912 with later 
alterations. Very worn and well used. £10

52 GNR rule book type publication "Examination of Station Masters". Green clothbound hardback 
covers, 100pp dated 1922. Covers dusty. £10

53 GNR "Instructions to District Auditors". Leather bound card covers, 19pp plus pages for recording 
results, dated 1896. Bindings very loose, contents partially detached. £10

54 Seven GNR 1pp circulars. Various subjects including lamps & feet warmers, signal & disc lamps 
etc. Dated 1881 - 1914. Some laid on paper, faults to some. £10

55 Eight LNWR 1pp notices or circulars. Various subjects including South Stafford branch, cleaning 
and repairing lamps etc. Dated 1875 - 1886. All laid on paper, faults to some. £10

56 Twenty two GWR signalling notices. Mostly 1 - 2pp type for various locations. Dated late 1930s - 
early 1940s. Condition varies. (22) £10

57 GWR plan of the tip coal stage at Exeter. Coloured, 36" x 30", linen backed, dated 1894. Folded. 
£10

58 GWR handwritten record of hours of duty and mileage of enginemen on passenger working. 
Three large sized pages covering various locations. Dated March 1867. £10

59 GWR hardback book "List of Collieries on or Connected with the GWR". Brown clothbound covers 
with title in gold on front, 78pp plus fold out maps, dated 1924. Cover wear. £10
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60 LMS hanging calendar. Four pages on card backing, each showing dates from three months of 
1925 and with colour illustration of company posters Carlisle (Greiffenhagen), British Industries 
- Steel (Richard Jack), Conway (David Murray), Grangemouth Docks (Norman Wilkinson). VGC. 
£10

61 LNER desk "blotter". Booklet style in leather bound hardback cover with scrolled design company 
initials in gold on front. Covers rubbed, remnants of label on front. £10

62 Three LNER and one NER passenger or freight traffic surveys for Malton station. Each large 
sized sheet duly completed detailing passenger fares or merchandise for 12 months ending 1912, 
1936, 1937, 1939. (4) £10

63 LNER. File of correspondence relating to the withdrawal of Pullman supplement car from Hook of 
Holland Continental Train and substitution with a kitchen car. Dated 1936. £10

64 LNER staff instructions for the introduction of the Silver Jubilee train from Newcastle to King's 
Cross in September 1935. Several foolscap sized typescript pages detailing times, formation, 
seat reservations, etc. Plus headed letters from Dean & Dawson and Thomas Cook re tickets for 
the train. £10

65 LNER. File of correspondence relating to discussions between the LNER and the Pullman Car 
Company re the use of Pullman cars. Dated 1944 - 47. £10

66 LNER. Small quantity of documents relating to a proposed additional coach on the Silver Jubilee 
train. Mostly handwritten notes, seat reservation forms and diagram of the new coach. Dated 
1937. £10

67 SR report type document "A Five Year Shipbuilding Plan". Card covers with company house flag 
on front, 29pp plus fold out charts and diagrams. Dated December 1944. £10

68 LMS file of paperwork re the transfer of coaches to NCC as replacements for those lost due to 
enemy action in 1942. 20+ letters and reports re costs, numbers, etc. £14

69 Small sized landscape format book "Engine Diagrams". 50+ diagrams of various pre grouping 
locos from several companies from the 1860s onwards. Unofficial issue with partially detached 
rear cover. £10

70 RAILWAY AND CANAL COMMISSION court papers for the case between the London Reform 
Union and the GNR & NLR etc re the cheap trains act. Foolscap sized, 60pp dated 1899. £10

71 HMSO published "Index to the Official Report of the Proceedings at the Hearing of Objections 
to the Revised Classifications and Schedules of Rates and Charges of the Various Railway 
companies". Foolscap sized, 373pp dated 1891. Covers very poor and detached, contents OK. 
£10

72 LNER Doncaster Works typescript type "Engine Repair" card for A4 class loco 4500 Sir Ronald 
Matthews. Shows details of various visits to the works between new in 1938 to 1945. £10

73 LNER Doncaster Works typescript type "Engine Repair" card for A4 class loco 4900 Gannet. 
Shows details of various visits to the works between new in 1938 to 1946. £10

74 LNER Doncaster Works "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 2551 Prince Palatine. Shows 
details of various visits to the works between new in 1924 and 1944. £10

75 LNER Doncaster Works "Engine Repair" card for A3 class loco 2547 Doncaster. Shows details of 
various visits to the works between new in 1924 and 1945. £10

76 LNER Doncaster Works typescript type "Engine Repair" card for A4 class loco 4463 Sparrow 
Hawk. Shows details of various visits to the works between new in 1937 to 1945. £10

77 BR "Engine History Card" card for A3 class loco 60037 Hyperion. Shows loco information and 
details of works visits between 1951 and 1963. £10

78 BR Examination & Repair card for loco 46236 City of Bradford. Plus 12 smaller sized Repairs 
Required cards for the same loco. Most dated 1962. (13) £10

79 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for an up Bertram Mills Circus special 
from Penzance to St.Austell on July 6th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation 
including vehicle and loco numbers. Plus four other forms for similar trains in 1939. (5) £10
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80 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for an up fruit special from Plymouth to 
Crewe on June 4th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and 
loco numbers. Plus five other forms for similar trains in 1939. (6) £10

81 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a down Bertram Mills Circus special 
from Truro to Falmouth on June 25th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation 
including vehicle and loco numbers. Plus four other forms for similar trains in 1939. (5) £10

82 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a down fruit special from Salisbury to 
Cardiff on June 26th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and 
loco numbers. Plus five other forms for similar trains in 1939. (6) £10

83 Various mostly LNWR internal memos and documents re the journey of the King from Dover to 
Victoria in November 1915. 10+ items including carbon copies. £10

84 BR(W) "Grove Special 10th July 1953 Llangollen - Windsor & Eton Central". Foolscap sized 
canvas covers containing fold out plans of Hockley and Windsor stations. £10

85 CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY published booklet "The Royal Train 17 
February - 24 April 1947". Coloured card covers, 20pp illustrated guide to the royal visit to South 
Africa including information on power supply to the train. VGC. £10

86 LOCOMOTIVE AND ALLIED MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 
published hardback book "British Locomotives". Coloured laminated boards, 88pp, fully illustrated, 
published circa 1961. VGC. £10

87 LOCOMOTIVE AND ALLIED MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 
published hardback book "British Diesel Mines Locomotives". Hardback with title in gold on front, 
72pp, published 1959. VGC. £10

88 THE IRISH COMMERCIAL AND RAILWAY GAZETTEER 4th edition. 80pp plus illustrated 
adverts. Circa 1914, hardback, several detached advertising pages, slight creasing to cover. £10

89 THE RAILWAY & COMMERCIAL GAZETTEER. 19th edition dated 1938. Hardback, clothbound 
covers, 724pp, covers bumped but OK. £10

90 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1892. 
300+pp, brown hardback covers, spine and covers very poor, bindings loose, covers laminated. 
£10

91 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS. 1895 edition 
with 1899 cumulative supplement and separate supplement dated 1900. 500+pp, red hardback 
covers, spine and covers very poor, bindings loose, covers laminated. £10

92 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1904. 
598pp, brown hardback covers, spine and covers very poor, bindings loose, covers laminated. £10

93 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1912. 
680pp, re-bound into modern hardback covers. £10

94 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1925. 
715pp, green hardback covers, spine very poor, covers worn, bindings loose. £10

95 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1925. 
715pp, green hardback covers, spine very poor, covers worn. £10

96 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1929. 
776pp, re-bound into modern hardback covers. £10

97 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE: OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF RAILWAY STATIONS dated 1938. 
654pp, red hardback covers, spine very poor. £10

98 ROYAL COMMISSION ON RAILWAY ACCIDENTS report of the commissioners dated 1877. 
Foolscap sized, 172pp, covers poor and detached. £10

99 MERSEY RAILWAY. Over thirty 3 - 6 monthly typescript summary reports of Mersey Railway 
accidents dated late 1920s - late 1930s. £24

100 LMS large sized certificate awarded for emergency working during the General Strike of May 
1926. Decorative border and company crest top centre, some folds/creases. £10
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101 BR handbook produced for the inaugural run of diesel locomotives 10000 and 10001 on the Royal 
Scot train, June 1st 1949. Card covers with lion over wheel logo on front, 20+pp with photos and 
gradient chart. Ex driver of the train with autographs of various people inside front cover. Some 
wear to covers, contents OK. £10

102 BR(W & S) typescript public report from the Minister of Transport re the closure of the Somerset 
& Dorset line between Bristol and Bournemouth West and between Highbridge and Evercreech 
Junction. Foolscap sized, 9 pages outlining the proposal and replacement bus services. Dated 
September 1965. £10

103 BR(W) Chief Mechanical Engineer's office copy of the general arrangement drawing of Vale of 
Rheidol locos 1 and 2. 30" x 18" dated 1955. Folded. £10

104 SWINDON WORKS office copy of the original drawing for the arrangement and details of the 
original class 47 locomotive nameplate "Titan". Approx 48" x 36", rubber stamped 1973. Folded. 
Edge tears, some repaired on rear. £10

105 BR(M) large sized train recording sheets used on the London Division Marylebone Section 
between Rugby Central and Marylebone during April - September 1966 towards the end of the 
GC main line services. Covers passenger ECS, parcels etc. £10

106 BR booklet "Diagrams of Special Saloons for Grove & Deepdene Journeys". Card covers 
containing 20 diagrams of royal train coaching stock. Circa 1950s. £10

107 BR(E) Public Relations & Publicity Department press releases showing locomotive transfer lists. 
Issued between 9th December 1963 and 26th December 1964. 20+ typescript pages in card 
folder. Plus similar for 29th December 1961 to 22nd December 1962. Also similar BR(M) issues 
covering March 1961 to August 1962. (3) £10

108 BRITISH TRANSPORT COMMISSION "BEECHING REPORT" "The Reshaping of British 
Railways". Unusual hardback version containing 148pp report and maps. Published 1963. Some 
fading of covers. £10

109 BR(W). Thin card form "Passenger List of 8 Car Pullman Diesel Train". One side shows spaces 
for listing names, rear shows seating arrangements in 'Blue Pullman' units. Not used, folded. £10

110 BR published glossy brochure "Deltic - the end of an era". 12pp published 1981. Plus self adhesive 
label and advert for Deltic Farewell souvenirs. £5

111 BR(M) Chief Mechanical Engineer's Department typescript document "Special Features on Class 
4 2-6-0 Freight Engines". Card covers, 10 pages plus diagram and photo illustration. Dated 
February 1949. £10

112 BTC programme for the visit of the Queen to the Eastern Region on 15th February 1962. Card 
covers, cord binding, 20pp illustrated guide and programme. £10

113 QUANTITY of letters and paperwork covering various complaints to regional offices re the running 
of services on various lines including Settle & Carlisle and Waverley route. Dated 1940s - 60s. 
(Qty) £10

114 BTC foolscap sized report on "Performance and Efficiency Tests BTH Paxman Type 1 diesel 
electric locomotive D8208". Card covers, 38 pages dated 1957. £10

115 BTC foolscap sized report on "Performance and Efficiency Tests AEI Sulzer Type 2 diesel electric 
locomotive D5008". Card covers, 41 pages dated 1960. £10

116 BRB report on the proposed withdrawal of services between Wrexham Central, Chester 
Northgate and New Brighton. Typescript documents showing proposal, objections and bus 
service replacements. Dated 1966. £10

117 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE EASTERN REGION contract and tender document for the annual 
programme of work of renewal of lineside fencing Peterborough District. Foolscap sized, thick 
card covers, 18 typescript and 28 printed pages, dated February 1952. £10

118 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Maiden Newton signalbox. Duly completed for the 
period between March and June 1956. £10

119 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Nottingham Midland Station West signalbox. Duly 
completed for the period between March and April 1969. £10
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120 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Bailey Gate signalbox on the Somerset & Dorset Joint 
line. Duly completed for the period between October 1965 and closure of the box in June 1966. 
£10

121 BUTTERLEY COMPANY (Derby/Nottingham) publicity booklet covering the history of the 
company. Fully illustrated showing steel products including railway wagons etc. 56pp, comb 
binding, dated 1936. £10

122 FIRTH-BROWN COMPANY (Sheffield Steelworks) published hardback book "100 Years in Steel" 
produced for the company centenary in 1937. 76pp, fully illustrated, edge wear to covers. £10

123 CARD COVERED BOOKLET "Railway Reminiscences - LSWR 1879 to SR 1925" by "WB". 32pp 
dated 1937. £5

124 SURREY BORDER & CAMBERLEY MINIATURE RAILWAY guide and timetable. Paperback, 
16pp, dated Summer 1938. Worn. £10

125 BRADSHAW'S Manchester area ABC railway guide. Blue paperback covers, 204pp dated 
November 1949. £5

126 BOROUGH OF CHESTERFIELD George Stephenson Centenary Commemoration souvenir 
booklet dated August 1948. Paperback, 48pp with front cover showing corporation crest and 
illustration of old loco. £5

127 BOUND VOLUME of 21 HMSO published parliamentary reports on the construction and operation 
of the Mombasa to Victoria Lake Railway dated 1896 - 1904. 187pp plus 16 fold out diagrams in 
part leather hardback covers, ex reference library, minor rubbing to covers. £100

128 HMSO published "Report on the Mombasa Victoria Lake Railway Survey" published 1893. Large 
sized, 124pp plus 7 fold out diagrams in part leather hardback covers, ex reference library, covers 
worn. £90

129 INDIA. Government of India Ministry of Railways published "History of Indian Railways - 
constructed and in progress". Foolscap sized, thick card covers, 222pp plus map in rear pocket, 
dated 1964. Plus its 332pp supplement covering defunct railways. (2) £10

130 PARIS, LYON AND MEDITERRANEAN RAILWAY published hardback book "Cent Beaux 
Aspects du Reseau PLM". 227pp illustrated guide to places served, circa early 1950s. £10

131 INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING CORPORATION published paperback booklet "The Belgian 
Railways". Large sized, coloured pictorial covers showing train and coat of arms, 62pp plus 
adverts and fold out map, circa 1928. Text in English, covers detached. £10

132 ISLE OF MAN RAILWAY timetable cover. Smaller sized, red clothbound covers with coat of arms 
and name in gold on front. Faults to spine. Complete with 1939 fold out map and guide to the 
island. (2) £10

133 ISLE OF MAN. Small quantity of IOM shipping and railway related ephemera including timetables 
and leaflets. Approx 16 items dated 1950s - 70s. Condition varies. (Qty) £5

134 GUERNSEY RAILWAY COMPANY guide book "Queen of the Channel Isles - Guernsey". 
Illustrated card covers show map of island, 48pp plus fold out map, published early post WW2. 
Covers dusty. £10

135 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 8pp fold out timetable and information leaflet for services between 
Liverpool and Birmingham, Cardiff, Plymouth, Cowes, etc. Red and green print showing RAS 
logo. Dated July 1934. £10

136 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 6pp fold out type timetable leaflet for the Manx Airway section services 
between Manchester, Liverpool, Blackpool and Isle of Man. Green and red print showing RAS 
logo. Dated May 1935. £10

137 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 6pp fold out timetable and information leaflet for services between 
London, Liverpool, Belfast and Glasgow. Red and green print showing RAS logo, dated April 
1935. Very worn. Plus fully headed typed letter from the Airway Terminus, Victoria station dated 
August 1935. (2) £5

138 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 8pp leaflet "Information for Passengers". Red and green print with 
RAS logo on front. Dated 1936. Staples removed. £10
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139 ROADWAY PUBLICATIONS published "The Airway Timetable". Blue coloured illustrated card 
covers, 100+pp of timetables of mostly European services of the major operators, dated July 
1934. Annotations on slightly worn covers. £10

140 PORT OF BRISTOL AUTHORITY official handbook. Illustrated card covers, 120pp plus fold out 
maps, dated 1938. £10

141 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of ex LMS loco worksplates from locos including 48663, 53804, 43946, 49598, etc. 
£10

142 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of ex GWR loco worksplates from locos inc. 6713, 6730, 8457, 7789, 1101, etc. £10

143 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of ex SR loco worksplates from locos including 30693, 30574, 30697, 31683, etc. 
£10

144 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between various industrial 
locomotive operators and K Buckle for the purchase of various nameplates and worksplates. £10

145 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Quantity of official correspondence between BR and Keith Buckle for 
the purchase of various tenderplates. £10

146 KEITH BUCKLE ARCHIVE. Two items of correspondence between Tearne & Sons and Keith 
Buckle for the purchase of obsolete coat of arms from the manufacturer. Dated 1963. £5

147 PRIVATELY PUBLISHED "Unofficial Traffic Survey held on the Western Section of British 
Railways (Southern Region)". 15 foolscap sized typescript pages covering events on August 22nd 
1953. Folded. £10

148 HERAPATH'S RAILWAY AND COMMERCIAL JOURNAL dated March 1849. Plus the Railway 
News and Joint Stock Journal dated September 1869 and the Examiner dated January 1825. All 
disbound, some faults. (3) £10

149 October 13th 1849 issue of the RAILWAY TIMES. 24pp, disbound. Plus similar October 27th 
1849 issue. (2) £10

150 BOUND VOLUME of "The Bulletin of the Industrial and Road Locomotive Society" volumes 1 - 3 
and supplements 1 - 5 issued between September 1937 and February 1940. 100+ foolscap sized 
typescript pages in modern hardback covers. £10

151 BASSETT LOWKE. "A Selection of British Railways Posters in Correct Colours". Small booklet 
containing two pages of colour reproductions of posters for use as scenery on model railways. 
Good condition. £10

152 F.J.ROCHE folder of drawings of locomotives and rolling stock produced for the modeller. 
Hardback folder containing 100+ drawings, most dated 1948 - 49. £10

153 SOUVENIR PAPER NAPKIN commemorating the lives of John Dixon (driver) and William 
MacDonald (firemen) killed in the accident at Burntisland on 14th April 1914. Worn and fragile. £5

154 End of collection selection of miscellaneous items including tickets, BR menus, BR(M) fishtail 
"Porter" badge (damage), cigarette cards, etc. (Qty) £10

155 End of collection selection including wagon labels, leaflets and paperwork. (Qty)  £5

Lots 156 - 203: Share Certificates and Early Paperwork
156 SPILSBY & FIRSBY RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 186x. Ornate title, not 

issued, folded. £10
157 COLNE VALLEY & HALSTEAD RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1862. 

Ornate title, stamp cancellations, good condition. £10
158 LOSTWITHIEL AND FOWEY RAILWAY COMPANY share certificate for one £20 share dated 

186x. Ornate scrolled title, not issued, folded. £10
159 MUCH WENLOCK & SEVERN JUNCTION RAILWAY COMPANY share certificate for one £10 

share dated 186x. Ornate scrolled title and device down l/h side, not issued, folded. £10
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160 CANNOCK MINERAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1856. Ornate scrolled 
title, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded. £10

161 CANNOCK CHASE AND WOLVERHAMPTON RAILWAY COMPANY share certificate for one 
£10 share dated 186x. Ornate scrolled title and device down l/h side, not issued, folded. £10

162 LEICESTER AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY share script certificate for 5 £20 shares deposit paid. 
Not dated but circa 1845. Ornate title, not cancelled. £10

163 SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY share certificate for ten £10 preference 
shares dated 1880. Ornate title, salmon coloured paper, punch cancelled with part of embossed 
seal removed. £10

164 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for £18 of debenture 
stock dated 1897. Ornate scrolled title, brown print, ink and punch cancellations. £10

165 CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 
embossed seal, green paper, not cancelled. £10

166 CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS share certificate for £209 of ordinary capital No.1 dated 1879. Ornate 
scrolled title, small format, pen and punch cancelled. £10

167 GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate title, coat 
of arms top centre, embossed seal, mauve paper, not cancelled. Plus two pre-printed letters 
dated 1890 concerning stock conversion. (3) £10

168 LONDON BRIDGE RAILWAYS TERMINUS HOTEL COMPANY share certificate for one £5 share 
dated 1860. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of hotel near centre, embossed seal, not cancelled, 
folded. £10

169 LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER AND NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE JUNCTION RAILWAY share 
certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of coat-of-arms top 
centre, large red embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

170 LANCASHIRE UNION RAILWAYS share certificate for one £100 share dated 1867. Ornate 
scrolled title, blue print, red attached seal, not cancelled. Made out to LNWR at Euston Station. 
VGC. £10

171 NORTH CORNWALL RAILWAY Wadebridge Line unissued share certificate for debenture stock 
dated 18xx. Ornate scrolled title, printed on yellow paper, not cancelled. £10

172 LNWR small sized certificate for £500 of consolidated stock dated 1858. Ornate scrolled title, not 
cancelled. £10

173 AYLESBURY & BUCKINGHAM RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1867. 
Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, grey underprint, not cancelled. £10

174 FOREST OF DEAN CENTRAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 6% preference share 
dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, printed on pink paper, not cancelled. £10

175 GOLDEN VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1878. Ornate scrolled 
title, orange print, engraving of old loco in side embellishment, embossed seal, not cancelled. 
Plus "GVR (Extension to Hay)" Parliamentary Act dated 1877. (2) £10

176 EASTON & CHURCH HOPE RAILWAY unissued share certificate for £20 preference shares 
dated 188x. Ornate scrolled title, pink print, not cancelled. £10

177 GARNKIRK & GLASGOW RAILWAY share certificate for two £25 shares dated 1842. Ornate 
title, attached paper embossed seal, not cancelled, some folds. £10

178 LONDON CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAY City Line Shares certificate for one £10 preferred 
share 'B' dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

179 MIDLAND RAILWAY share certificate for a £10 4% preference share dated 1878. Blue print, 
embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10

180 Two CITY OF GLASGOW UNION RAILWAY mortgage bonds for £500 dated 1871 and £3000 
dated 1891. Both large format, folded. Plus 5 share related documents dated 1876 - 1879, each 
with Victorian revenue stamp attached. (6) £10

181 LMS larger sized certificate for £18 of deferred stock dated 1925. Ornate border, not cancelled, 
creased. Plus LMS certificate for £100 of ordinary stock dated 1937. Pen cancellation. (2) £10
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182 SAN PAULO BRAZILIAN RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1860. Ornate 
scrolled title, company crest near centre, embossed seal, not cancelled. Plus three pre-printed 
letters for the Southern San Paulo Railway concerning stock dated 1942 - 1944. (4) £10

183 COXHOE LIMESTONE COMPANY (Newcastle upon Tyne) mortgage debenture for £100 dated 
1901. Embossed seal, revenue stamp. £5

184 PETERSEN'S WATER TUBE BOILER COMPANY share certificate for 50 £1 shares dated 1897. 
Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded, £5

185 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY prospectus. 2pp large sized sheet showing details of 
the proposed railway with hand coloured map of the line. Dated 1821. £10

186 NEWMARKET RAILWAY schedule of land affected by the building of the railway. Large size, 4pp 
detailing land affected in the Gazeley area, dated 1851. Folded. £10

187 BLYTH & TYNE RAILWAY COMPANY director's report and statement of accounts for the half 
year ending December 1871. Large size, 4pp on blue paper, folded. £10

188 SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY director's report and statement of 
accounts for half year ending December 1875. Large size, 4pp, folded. £10

189 SWANSEA CANAL NAVIGATION report of the general assembly of proprietors. Large size, 3pp 
on blue paper showing an abstract of the accounts, list of traders and shareholders. Dated July 
1861. £10

190 BERKS AND HANTS HUNGERFORD EXTENSION RAILWAY AND RADSTOCK COLLIERY 
LINES proposal for the railway and land purchase document dated December 1845. 4pp, 
large size, folded. Plus GWR 1pp pre-printed letter dated 1882 concerning exchange of share 
certificates of the Berks and Hants Extension Railway. (2) £10

191 YORK & NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY "Requisition for Passenger Tickets" form, used 1891. £5
192 NER Rates and Fares Office, York headed letter re incorrect charging to Cundall's for transport of 

sheep. Dated 1893. £5
193 NBR director's report and statement of accounts for half year ending January 1910. Large size, 

8pp, folded. £5
194 GNR "Minutes of proceedings at the 135th ordinary and special meetings" dated February 1915. 

Large size, 6pp, folded. £5
195 LONDON AND PORTSMOUTH RAILWAY WITH BRANCHES TO SHOREHAM, FAREHAM 

AND REIGATE proposal document for railway and land purchase, dated 1844. £5
196 EAST LANCASHIRE RAILWAY collection of printed documents including director's report, 

notices of EGMs, auditors report, share calls etc. Dated 1847 - 1858. £10
197 Two SOUTHWOLD RAILWAY paperwork items. Waybill for perishable traffic and train staff ticket. 

Both unused. (2) £5
198 COLNE VALLEY RAILWAY paperwork items. Approx 12 items including invoices, memos and 

left luggage tickets. (12) £10
199 APPROX 140 railway company dividend statements. Examples from Caledonian, GER, G&SWR, 

GWR, ELR, etc. (Qty) £10
200 APPROX 160 railway company dividend statements. Examples from Humber Commercial 

Railway & Dock Co, LNWR, CLR, MDR, Midland, NBR, etc. (Qty) £10
201 APPROX 150 railway company dividend statements. Examples from LBSCR, NSR, MS&LR, 

SER, Furness, Shrewsbury & Hereford, etc. (Qty) £10
202 APPROX 160 railway company dividend statements. Examples from L&YR, GCR, NER, LSWR, 

GC & Midland Joint, etc. (Qty) £10
203 ALBUM containing approx 24 Furness Railway and 5 Maryport & Carlisle Railway paperwork 

items. Mostly waybills, memos and consignment notes. £10

Lots 204 - 231: Railway Loco and Equipment Manufacturers Publications
204 BOUND VOLUME of locomotive manufacturer's catalogues. Landscape format hardback covers 

containing catalogues from Andrew Barclay, Peckett (x2), SLM (Switzerland). Circa 1930s. £10
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205 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS catalogue for the company exhibit at the Paris Exposition 
1900. Illustrated card covers showing company locos, 36pp, VGC. £10

206 CLAYTON WAGONS LTD booklet "Light Steam Locomotive". Illustrated card covers, 20pp 
illustrated guide to the locomotive type, circa 1900s. Centre pages detached at slightly rusty 
staples. £10

207 DAVEY PAXMAN & CO catalogue of engines and boilers, April 1892. 76pp plus various fold out 
diagrams, bound into leather covers with company title in gold on front. Some wear and faults. £10

208 METROPOLITAN CARRIAGE WAGON & FINANCE CO 16pp illustrated brochure of rolling stock 
and parts. Faded green covers, dated February 1914. £10

209 BEYER PEACOCK & CO published 24pp booklet "Garratt Patent Articulated Locomotives - some 
recent notable types". Illustrated paperback covers, circa 1920s. Covers dusty. £10

210 GLOUCESTER RAILWAY CARRIAGE & WAGON COMPANY LTD "Diary and Directors' 
Calendar for 1900". Hardback book type publication, 305pp with illustration of company products 
interleaved with diary pages. £10

211 Thomas Ward Ltd (Sheffield) published hardback book "Outline of Progress" commemorating 
75 years of service 1878 - 1953. 212pp, many railway references. Wear to edges of covers. £10

212 SULZER BROS folder containing 50+ pages and fold out diagrams covering various aspects of 
the operation of class 44 diesel locos. Dated 1960. Folder worn, contents OK. £10

213 R.WHITE & CO (Widnes) published catalogue No.90 of rails and aerial ropeways. Red paperback 
covers, smaller sized, 72pp, fully illustrated, circa 1930s. VGC. £10

214 MIRRLEES BICKERTON & DAY published booklet "A British Engineering Shop During the War". 
Card covers, 100pp fully illustrated account of company activities during WW1. Covers very worn 
and with tape repairs. £10

215 ROBERT HUDSON LTD Leeds, catalogue No.F57 "Hudson Light Railway Materials". Card 
covers, 32pp, fully illustrated, circa 1950s. £10

216 Approx 49 R&W HAWTHORN LESLIE & CO official information cards showing photographs of 
company locos mounted on card, most with technical details on reverse. Circa 1880s - 1930s. £75

217 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNALLING CO published booklet "Electro-Pneumatic Point 
Operation and Colour Light Signalling at Leeds New Station LNER". Illustrated card covers, 20pp 
plus fold-out diagram. Dated 1937. £10

218 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS COMPANY published booklet "Buenos Aires Western Railway 
Electrification". Green card covers, 31pp photo illustrated guide to equipment used in the project. 
Circa 1930s. £10

219 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS COMPANY published booklet "1899 -1949 Fifty Years in Brief". 
44pp company history issued to commemorate the company's Golden Jubilee. Blue paperback 
covers, fully illustrated. £10

220 METROPOLITAN VICKERS official publication "Control Equipments for Electric Railways". Card 
covers, 68pp, fully illustrated guide to equipment produced by the company, circa late 1920s. £10

221 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS COMPANY published booklet "Electrification Work for Overseas 
Railways". Illustrated card covers, 76pp photo illustrated guide to equipment used in various 
projects. Circa 1930s. £10

222 METROPOLITAN-VICKERS COMPANY published booklet "Electrification Work for British 
Railways". Illustrated card covers showing SR EMU at station, 48pp photo illustrated guide to 
equipment used in projects for various UK railways with fold out map in rear pocket, 1929. £10

223 SENTINEL WAGGON WORKS published guide "Gear Driven Sentinel-Cammell Rail Cars". Card 
covers, 24pp illustrated guide to the need for company products, dated 1928. £10

224 FLEXIBLE METALLIC TUBING COMPANY booklet "Railway Work". Card covers with central 
cut-out revealing photo of loco and train, 8pp illustrated guide, circa early 1900s. VGC. £10

225 WAKEFIELD'S published booklet "Mechanical Lubricators". Card covers, 64pp fully illustrated 
guide to the system including examples of locos operating it. Dated 1917. £10
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226 D.NAPIER & SON publication "Napier Deltic Engines for High Speed Craft - performance and 
installation data". Card covers, comb binding, 16pp circa 1950s. Plus 16pp glossy brochure for 
Napier Deltic marine engines circa late 1950s. (2) £10

227 KEARNEY HIGH SPEED TUBE RAILWAY published paperback booklet "Rapid Transit in the 
Future" by E.W.C. Kearney. 16pp circa 1910s. Slight cover wear. £10

228 ARTHUR KOPPEL (Berlin) catalogue No.709. Card covers, 64pp showing photographs and 
technical details of rolling stock produced by the company. Circa 1900s. Cover wear. £10

229 SLM (Switzerland) brochure for company locomotives and railcars. Fully illustrated, 16pp circa 
1939. VGC. £10

230 AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY published company history "Growing with Schenectady". 
Card covers, 148pp published 1948. £10

231 KARRIER MOTORS 16pp brochure for the "Karrier Road-Railer". Brown print, illustrated with 
examples of lorries and buses on rails. Dated 1931. £10

Lots 232 - 335: Maps, Plans and Diagrams
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

232 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Staffordshire District. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Early undated example. Covers very worn, map OK. £10

233 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of the Yorkshire District dated 1892. Dmf into unofficial hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

234 AIREY'S RAILWAY DIAGRAM of South Wales. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Early undated example. Front cover detached. £10

235 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Scotland dated 1883. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Covers very worn, faults and wear to map. £10

236 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of England & Wales dated 1895. Dmf into hardback covers. Front cover 
missing, map grubby and worn. £10

237 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Gloucestershire & Oxfordshire Districts dated 1911. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £300

238 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Durham & District dated 1914. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Spine poor, fold tear to map. £80

239 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Manchester & District dated 1901. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Spine worn, covers rubbed, map good. £20

240 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Lancashire & Cheshire Districts dated 1917. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine very poor, covers rubbed, map scruffy. £75

241 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District dated 1903. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Covers worn, map dusty/grubby. £10

242 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District south sheet dated 1923. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title on front (gold lettering missing). Slight wear to map. £300

243 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District north sheet dated 1918. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £300

244 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1941. Dmf into card covers with title on 
label on front. £10

245 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1926. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Slight wear. £10

246 AIREY'S BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1888. Over 100 diagrams and summary 
of running powers in part leather bound hardback covers. Covers, especially spine, very poor, 
diagrams OK. £30

247 MIDLAND RAILWAY "Diagram of Running Lines, Junctions, Depots, etc Silkstream junction 
Hendon to St.Pancras, Moorgate St & Upper Holloway". Coloured line diagram, dmf into foolscap 
sized clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1912 with revisions to 1916. 
Good condition. £50
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248 NER map of the railway and connections dated 1902. RCH type map dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed. £10

249 NER plan of part of the Durham Coalfield dated 1904. RCH style map dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title and date of 1895 in gold on front. Covers very poor, no spine, front 
detached, map OK. £10

250 GNR "Distance Map 1897". Large sized RCH type map showing distances between stations. Dmf 
into leather bound hardback covers. Some spine wear, generally good condition. £10

251 GNR "Distance Map Enlargements 1897". Large sized RCH type map showing enlargement of 
various districts and distances between stations. Dmf into leather bound hardback covers. Good 
condition. £10

252 GER "Part Diagram of Gradients". Fold out diagram of gradients, dmf into leather bound hardback 
covers. Covers many Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Essex lines. Undated, circa 1880s. £10

253 GER "Gradients No.2". Fold out diagram of gradients, dmf into leather bound hardback covers. 
Covers many East Anglian lines. Undated, circa 1880s. Cover wear. £10

254 L&YR "Gradient Table". 30" x 18" showing gradient profiles of company lines. Dmf into clothbound 
soft covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1895. Ex Chief Mechanical Engineer's Dept., Horwich. 
VGC. £10

255 PORT OF LONDON AUTHORITY official map of the Royal Victoria & Albert and King George V 
docks. 400ft to 1" detailed coloured map dmf into card covers. Dated 1923. Wear to covers, map 
OK. £10

256 LMS "The Gleneagles Map". Clothbound, coloured map showing the area around the Gleneagles 
Hotel. Folds into hardback covers with title on decorative label on front. £10

257 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.1 section South of Glasgow. Clothbound map, 
folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

258 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.6 section North Staffordshire District. Clothbound 
map, folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

259 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.12 section Yorkshire District. Clothbound map, 
folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

260 LMS Divisional Engineer's Office plan of the proposed modernisation of the LNW motive power 
depot at Buxton. 48" x 18" on paper, part coloured, dated 1933. Folded. £10

261 LNER Chief Civil Engineer's Office plan of the Great Yarmouth tramway. 1/2500 part hand 
coloured plan of the line showing ownership and maintenance. Dmf into clothbound hardback 
covers. Dated 1924. £10

262 LNER Colliery Map of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Cheshire and North 
Wales. Clothbound RCH style map folding into red clothbound card covers with title on front. 
Dated 1936. Slight cover wear and contemporary label on front. £10

263 LNER "Map of London Shewing Goods Cartage Boundary". Fold-out coloured paper map in card 
covers. Undated. Covers very poor, taped and detached, map OK. £5

264 SR signalling engineer's plan of Broadstone Junction (New). 24" x 14" on linen, dated 1947. 
Folded, some wear. Plus a few miscellaneous items including BR wagon labels, etc. £10

265 BR(S) London Central District area No.5 line diagrams showing lines from Brighton etc. Large 
sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. Fold tears. £10

266 BR(S) Western Division area No.3 line diagrams showing lines in Devon and Cornwall. Large 
sized clothbound sheet, folded, undated. £10

267 BR(S) Southern District office copy line diagrams of areas 1 - 3. Circa 1960s. Folded. (3) £10
268 BR(S) Southern District office copy line diagrams of areas 1 - 4. Circa 1960s. Folded. (4) £10
269 BR(M) Chief S&T Engineer's office copy signal numbering plan for Preston. 12" wide, very long, 

dated 1971. Folded. £10
270 BR(W) office copy map of the Midland and South Western Junction line. 30" x 20", undated. 

Folded. £10
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271 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Civil Engineer's Department office copy track plan of Bath Green park 
showing the station and depot. Approx 48" x 30", undated, folded. £10

272 Two part BR line diagram of the King's Cross area. Detailed plans on paper, dated 1953. Well 
used condition. £10

273 BR(E) Great Eastern Section book of line diagrams. 4 large sized fold out diagrams in card covers 
with GER coat of arms on front. Dated 1958. Folded. £10

274 JOHNSTON'S "Road and Railway Map of Scotland". Coloured, paper map, folding into card 
covers. Circa 1910s. Minor cover wear, map good. £10

275 JARROLD AND SONS published map of Great Yarmouth. 300ft to 1" detailed map, dmf into red 
clothbound hardback covers. Circa 1900s. Ex GER Mineral Office. Wear to edges of map. £10

276 STANFORD'S "Road and Railway Map of Scotland" circa 1860. Clothbound coloured map folding 
into red clothbound hardback covers. Some wear. £10

277 STANFORD'S RAILWAY AND STATION MAP of England & Wales circa 1900s. Clothbound 
coloured map folding into slipcase with title in gold on front. Slipcase poor, minor faults to map. £10

278 BARTHOLOMEW published "New plan of Glasgow with Suburbs" produced for the Post Office 
Directory. Map dmf into clothbound hardback covers. Dated 1890-91. £10

279 MACAULAY'S STATION MAP of the Railways in Great Britain. RCH style map, 2nd edition dated 
1852. Dmf into hardback covers. Covers worn, spine very poor, some wear to map. £10

280 SMITH'S "New Map of the Railways". Clothbound map folding into slipcase. Shows lines built and 
projected. Dated October 1845. Slight wear to slipcase, map OK. £10

281 WARBURTON'S "Original Map of the Caledonian Railway & Other Railways in Scotland". Part 
coloured map, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with the title in gold on front. Dated 1848. 
Covers a little worn, map OK. £10

282 LAMBERT'S "Plan Shewing the Main Line and the Branches of the York, Newcastle and Berwick 
Railway". RCH type map, dmf into leather bound hardback covers, dated 1849. Covers worn. £10

283 WYLD'S NEW MAP OF THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAYS. Part coloured clothbound map 
folding into clothbound covers. Dated 1864. Covers and map worn. £10

284 MOGG'S MAP OF THE LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY. Clothbound map, part 
coloured, folding into pocket size hardback covers with title on yellow label on front. Dated 1838. 
Good condition. £10

285 ARROWSMITH map of the railways of England & Wales dated 1843. Part coloured linen bound 
map published in 4 separate sections each dmf and contained in slipcase. Slipcase poor, maps 
OK. £10

286 CHEFFIN'S "Map of the London and Birmingham Railway from London to Boxmoor" dated 1837. 
Pocket sized, coloured map, dmf into card covers containing fares and omnibus route info. £10

287 CHEFFIN'S "London and Birmingham Railway Map" dated 1838. Two part coloured map, dmf into 
card covers with title in gold on front. Slight wear to covers, map OK. £10

288 CRUCHLEY'S "Railway & Station Map of England and Wales with part of Scotland". Large sized 
coloured map, dmf into restored hardback covers. Dated 1860. £10

289 BETTS'S "Road & Railroad Map of England & Wales". Coloured map, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front, 1847. Fading to edges of covers, otherwise OK. £10

290 WH LIZARS published map "England and Wales with all the Railways". Part coloured, dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gilt on front. Circa 1840s. Minor wear, generally OK for age. £40

291 WH LIZARS published "Map of the Lake District". Part coloured paper map folding into card 
covers. Circa 1840s. £10

292 WH LIZARS published map "France with the Railways". Part coloured paper map folding into card 
covers. Circa 1840s. £10

293 WH LIZARS published map "Ireland with the Railways". Part coloured paper map folding into card 
covers. Circa 1840s. £10

294 WH LIZARS published map "England with the Railways". Part coloured paper map folding into 
card covers. Circa 1840s. £10
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295 GNR signalbox diagram "Bowbridge Siding" showing line from Newark towards Bottesford. 26" x 
14" on linen. Undated, folded, small tear at centre. £10

296 GNR (possibly) signalbox type diagram "Belvoir" showing branch towards Woolsthorpe. 26" x 15", 
folded, attached paper dated 1925. £10

297 LMS signalbox diagram "Chapel en le Frith" showing the line from Millers Dale towards New Mills. 
Approx 36" x 16", dated 1945. Poor condition, many tears and folds. Plus a few Midland Railway 
luggage labels laid on card. £10

298 LMS signalbox diagram "Lincoln West" showing the line from the station towards Newark. Approx 
36" x 16",   1946. Folded, large areas of loss, many tape repairs on rear, needs restoration. £10

299 LNER signalbox diagram "Saxilby" showing the line from Doncaster towards Lincoln. Approx 48" 
x 22", undated. Folded and very worn at folds, tape repairs on rear. £10

300 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Ickles" showing the line from Sheffield towards Rotherham. Approx 72" 
x 15", undated. Folded, tape repairs on rear. £10

301 BR(E) (or possibly earlier) signalbox diagram "Firsby South Junction" showing the line from 
Boston towards Skegness. Approx 30" x 15", undated. Folded, small loss top l/h corner. £10

302 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Blackmoor Crossing" showing the line from Penistone towards 
Sheffield. Approx 36" x 16", undated, folded and torn, tape repairs on rear. £10

303 BR(E) (or possibly earlier) signalbox diagram "Greetwell Junction" showing the line from Sleaford 
towards Lincoln. Approx 30" x 13", undated. Folded, ex box condition. £10

304 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Barkston South" showing the line from London towards York. 30" wide, 
very long, undated. Edge tears and wear. £10

305 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Orgreaves Colliery" showing the line from Woodhouse towards 
Sheffield Victoria. Approx 60" x 26", dated 1954, ex box condition. £10

306 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Woodburn" showing the line from Woodhouse towards Sheffield. 
Approx 72" x 24", dated 1954, ex box condition. £10

307 BR(E) signalbox diagram "Huddersfield Junction" showing the line from Manchester towards 
Sheffield. 24" wide, very long, dated 1964, ex box condition. £10

308 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Bromfield Station showing the line 
from Woofferton towards Onibury. Dated 1956. Folded. £10

309 INVERNESS & ABERDEEN JUNCTION RAILWAY working plan of the line through Ross-shire 
from Alness to Ballintraid. Coloured plan on paper, 22" wide, very long, dated 1864. Dusty/grubby, 
faults and loss, later annotations. £10

310 PERTH GENERAL STATION general plan. Clothbound, part coloured, detailed plan. 36" wide, 
very long, dated 1888. Rolled, faults and wear. £10

311 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Keith station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 72" x 26" 
dated 1905 corrected to 1940. Dusty/grubby and very worn. £10

312 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Helmsdale station. 40ft to 1" coloured, part clothbound 
plan, 72" x 26" circa 1900s. Dusty/grubby, faults and repairs, later annotations. £10

313 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Daviot station. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, 60" x 24" 
dated 1897. Dusty/grubby, faults and wear. £10

314 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY two part plan of Perth General Station roofing reconstruction showing 
concourse and general plan. Part coloured on linen, 28" wide, very long, undated. Rolled, faults 
and wear. £10

315 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Northern Division drawing of the proposed new waiting rooms and 
verandah on the up platform at Stonehaven. 4ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 26" wide, very 
long, dated 1899. Dusty/grubby, creasing and faults along edges. £10

316 ISLE OF AXHOLME LIGHT RAILWAY large rolled book of plans and sections. Canvas covers 
containing 6 cloth bound pages, dated 1897. Slight wear to edges. £10

317 L&YR plan of land purchased by the company at Agecroft Hall Estate. 60ft to 1" clothbound, part 
coloured, detailed plan. 27" wide, very long, dated 1881. Rolled. £10
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318 L&YR detailed coloured plan of the footbridge over connecting lines and sidings at Lostock 
Junction. Clothbound, 30" wide, dated 1913. £10

319 Two L&YR detailed coloured plans of bridges over streams on the North Lancashire Loop Line. 
Each 40"x 28", clothbound, undated. (2) £10

320 Three L&YR detailed coloured plans of culverts, occupation bridges and level crossing on the 
North Lancashire Loop Line. Each 40"x 28", clothbound, undated. (3) £10

321 Three L&YR detailed coloured plans showing tramway bridge, detailed bridge ironwork and bridge 
for turnpike road at Padiham on the North Lancashire Loop Line. Each 40"x 28", clothbound, 
undated. (3) £10

322 Three L&YR detailed coloured plans of bridges on the North Lancashire Loop Line. Each 40"x 
28", clothbound, undated. (3) £10

323 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Ingatestone. Coloured, approx 72" x 18", cloth 
backed, dated 1907. Dusty/grubby. £10

324 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Weeley. Coloured, approx 36" x 16", cloth backed, 
dated 1904. Dusty/grubby. £10

325 GER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Chingford. Coloured, approx 48" x 18", cloth 
backed, dated 1920. Dusty/grubby. £10

326 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Ainsdale Beach. 24" x 11", part coloured 
diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. Rolled. £10

327 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at West Derby. 24" x 11", part coloured 
diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. Rolled. £10

328 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Childwall Station. 24" x 11", part coloured 
diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. Rolled. £10

329 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Greatacre Station and ground frame. 
24" x 11", part coloured diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger 
volume. Rolled. £10

330 LMS Drawing Office copy of the plan of the new halt between Prestwich and Whitefield at Besses 
o'th' Barn. Approx 40" x 18", linen backed, undated. Dusty and worn. £10

331 LNER 1 chain to 1" plan of the land adjoining the railway at Pickett's Lock. Coloured, approx 48" 
x 48", cloth backed, dated 1928. Dusty/grubby. £10

332 LNER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at White Hart Lane. Coloured, approx 48" x 18", 
cloth backed, dated 1932. Dusty/grubby. £10

333 LNER 1 chain to 1" plan of the station and line at Enfield Town. Coloured, approx 48" x 18", cloth 
backed, dated 1934. Dusty/grubby. £10

334 BR(S) nine page office copy plan of the line between Swanage and Corfe Castle. Circa early 
1960s. Rolled. £10

335 BR(S) Chief Mechanical & Electrical Engineer's office copy diagram of Bournemouth Central and 
Branksome stations and Bournemouth West sidings showing electrical installations. Approx 36" x 
30", dated 1971. Rolled, creased, edge wear. £10

Lots 336 - 384: Timetables, Timetable Sheets/Cards and Working Booklets
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

336 WESTON CLEVEDON & PORTISHEAD RAILWAY 10" x 15" timetable poster. Green and black 
print, dated July 1937. Folded. £10

337 SOUTH WESTERN AND MIDLAND SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT LINE 1pp timetable 
notice "Inspection Arrangements" showing times of trains between Wimborne & Blandford and 
Blandford, Burnham & Bath. Foolscap sized, dated May 1881. £10

338 BOUND VOLUME of LNWR PTTs for 1871. Part leather bound hardback covers containing 
twelve issues. Ex General manager's Office, restoration to covers, contents VGC. £100

339 LNWR PTT dated September 1882. Foolscap sized, paperback covers, 136pp plus maps. Good 
condition. £10
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340 YORK, NEWCASTLE AND BERWICK, YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND AND LEEDS 
NORTHERN RAILWAYS PTT dated April 1853. Smaller sized, yellow paperback covers, 40pp, 
VGC. £20

341 EDINBURGH AND GLASGOW AND SCOTTISH CENTRAL RAILWAYS Edinburgh and Glasgow 
Division PTT dated April 1858. Smaller sized, 28pp, spine taped. £10

342 MIDLAND RAILWAY PTT dated January 1904. Foolscap sized, coloured illustrated covers 
showing system map, 182pp plus fold out map. Foxing to covers, slight spine wear. £10

343 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY PTT dated June 1920. Green covers, foolscap sized, 56pp plus fold 
out map. Spine very poor causing covers to be loose. £10

344 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY COMPANY small sized 1pp timetable. Laid on paper, undated. Very 
worn/poor condition. £8

345 M&GN PTT dated July 1902. Paperback covers, 36pp, disbound. £10
346 G. CORNWALL & SONS published "Cornwall's Guide to the Railways, Coaches and Steamers of 

the Principal Towns in Scotland". Paperback, 24pp timetable dated November 1860. Fragile. £10
347 LOCALLY PUBLISHED timetable booklet of GNR services. Blue paperback covers, 40pp 

covering services on the ECML and in Lincolnshire and Nottingham, Derby & Leicester districts. 
Dated December 1887. £10

348 GNR timetable cover. Red, clothbound covers, coat of arms and name in gold on front. Some 
wear to spine, edges rubbed. £10

349 BOUND VOLUME containing North London Railway WTT and North and South Western Junction 
Railway Joint Committee WTT. 126 & 16pp dated November 1918. Bound into modern hardback 
covers with title on spine. VGC. £20

350 MIDLAND RAILWAY WTT dated July 1884. Paperback covers with illustration of company 
locomotive, 400+pp, wear to covers and spine, last two pages missing. £10

351 LNWR North Eastern District WTT of passenger and freight trains. 268pp dated July 1915. 
Disbound from larger volume, bound into modern covers for protection. £10

352 LNWR Central District WTT of passenger and freight trains. 234pp dated July 1915. Disbound 
from larger volume, bound into modern covers for protection. £10

353 GNR Main Line Division WTT. 184pp dated September 1917. Slightly rusty staples. £10
354 NER WTT dated December 1864. 30pp, good condition. £20
355 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY WTT. Foolscap sized, 109pp dated September 1933. £10
356 GWR TIMETABLE COVERS. Maroon clothbound type with coat of arms in gold on front. Foolscap 

sized, good used condition. £10
357 GWR PTT dated July 1938. Cream and brown covers, 284pp plus fold out maps. Foxing to 

covers. £10
358 GWR PTT dated September 1938. Cream and brown covers, 286pp plus fold out maps (detached). 

Wear to covers. £10
359 GWR No.2 section of the service timetable covering London, Old Oak and Clapham Junction 

area. 39pp dated May 1938. Covers loose. £10
360 LMS PTT dated July 1939. Foolscap size, maroon and black covers, 808pp plus fold out maps. 

Wear and fading to covers, tape repairs to spine. £10
361 LMS local area PTT booklet for the Chester and North Wales area. Red print on white covers, 

24pp dated October 1947. Covers worn and partially detached at split spine. £5
362 LMS Midland Division section 10 WTT of freight service between Commercial Road, Plaistow, 

Tilbury and Shoeburyness and Branches. 18pp dated July 1923. £10
363 LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Orange covers, 210pp plus fold out map, dated September 1930. 

Plus PTT of West Riding services dated July 1930. (2) £10
364 LNER PTT for Continental Services. Orange covers, 80pp plus fold-out map, dated May 1930. 

Plus similar dated October 1930 and May 1935. (3) £10
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365 LNER Great Central Section, No.1 section WTT (West to East) Manchester & Cleethorpes (Main 
Line). 103pp dated November 1945. £10

366 LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line). 
144pp dated July 1931. Spine wear. £10

367 LNER Great Northern Section, Southern & Northern Divisions WTT. 251pp dated September 
1924. Slight wear. £10

368 LNER Great Northern Section WTT London (Suburban), Hatfield, Hitchin and branches. 101pp 
dated September 1935. Rusty staples. £10

369 SR "Continental Handbook" dated Summer 1936. Green and black paperback covers show map 
of routes. 261pp, no map. Plus similar with red, blue and black covers for Summer 1932. 226pp, 
also without map. (2) £10

370 SR Western Section "Programme of Additional and Altered Train Services - Silver Jubilee 6th May 
1935". Foolscap sized, green print with illustration of king and queen on front. 12pp, VGC. £10

371 BR(ScR) sections A-E WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated June 1965. £10
372 BR(NE) sections A-F WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated September 1961. £10
373 BR(M) Central Lines sections A-F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp, dated June 1959. £10
374 BR(M) Midland Lines sections A - G WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp, dated September 1962. 

Plus supplement No.8 dated May 1963. £10
375 BR(M) Central Division WTTs. Section A passenger trains between Manchester and Normanton 

and branches dated June 1953 and September 1953, section A freight trains between Normanton 
and Todmorden June 1953. All very worn, well used condition. (3) £5

376 BR(M). 59 Roneod typescript sheets showing diesel and steam locomotive programmes for 
Carlisle Kingmoor. Dated March 1967. Plus 6 pages of amendment sheets. £10

377 BR(M) booklet "Passenger Train Marshalling Circular". Red covers, 233pp dated May 1975. £10
378 BR(M) Midland Lines booklet "Arrivals and Departures of Passenger Trains at Nottingham 

Midland". 42pp dated June 1965. £10
379 Three BR(M) "Shunting Locomotive and Local Trip Notices" from the Nottingham Divisional 

Manager's area Derby and Burton Districts. Each 9pp dated October 1973, May 1978 (with 
amendments), October 1980 (with amendments). (3) £10

380 Three BR(M) "Shunting Locomotive and Local Trip Notices" from the Nottingham Divisional 
Manager's area Westhouses and Toton Districts. Each 3 - 10pp dated October 1973, May 1978, 
October 1980 (with amendments). (3) £10

381 BR(E) booklet "Cross Country and Local Passenger Train Marshalling". Card covers, 136pp 
dated May 1978. Plus amendment No.2 dated May 1978. £10

382 BR(E) booklet "Cross Country and Local Passenger Train Diagrams". Card covers, 44pp dated 
May 1978. Plus amendment No.2 dated May 1978. £10

383 CORK BANDON & SOUTH COAST RAILWAY PTT booklet dated May 1903. Lilac and red 
coloured artwork covers, 60pp including tourist programme and information. Staining to rear 
cover. £20

384 DUBLIN AND SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY PTT dated June 1912. Foolscap sized with photo 
illustrated covers showing Carlisle Pier, Kingstown and Westland Row station. 53pp, spine taped. 
£20

Lots 385 - 408: Handbills and Leaflets
385 SER smaller sized handbill "Notice to Hop Pickers" re cheap trains to Kent from London Bridge. 

Printed on green paper, dated August 1898. Fading and loss to top edge. £5
386 GCR handbill for cheap return tickets from the Stalybridge area to Belle Vue zoological gardens. 

Printed on slightly faded lilac coloured paper, dated July 1914. £5
387 SR longer type handbill advertising cheap fares from London stations to Aldershot for the Military 

Review July 13th 1935. Red print with illustration of King and Queen at top. VGC. £5
388 APPROX 13 pre grouping handbills, mostly GNR, etc. Faults to all, some very poor. (13) £10
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389 Eleven LNER handbills for buffet car tourist train half day excursions. Various destinations from 
the Leeds and Bradford area. All with illustrations of train interior and all dated 1938. Pin holes 
down l/h edge. (11) £10

390 Five LNER handbill type leaflets "Train Service Arrangements for the Silver Jubilee Celebrations, 
May 1935". 8 - 32pp covering GE section main line and suburban, GN section main line and 
suburban, GC section. (5) £10

391 FOOTBALL. 25 BR handbills for football matches. Clubs involved include Stockport County, Hull, 
Derby County, Rotherham, Southampton, Cardiff, etc. Dated early 1950s - mid 1960s. (25) £10

392 HORSE RACING. 35 BR handbills for excursions to horse race meetings. Various locations, 
almost all single page type, dated 1950s - early 60s. (35) £10

393 HORSE RACING. 30 BR handbills for excursions to horse race meetings. Various locations, 
almost all single page type, dated 1950s - early 60s. String tears to some. (30) £10

394 HORSE RACING. 25 BR handbills for excursions to horse race meetings. Many western and 
eastern region noted including Newmarket, Epsom, Birmingham, Lincoln, York, Chepstow, 
Wolverhampton, etc. Dated early 1950s - early 1960s. (25) £10

395 APPROX 50 BR(E) excursion handbills, mostly from the southern end of the region to coastal 
locations. Almost all single page type dated late 1940s - early 1960s. (50) £10

396 APPROX 50 BR(M) excursion handbills, many to coastal locations. Almost all single page type 
dated mid - late 1950s. (50) £10

397 APPROX 50 BR(W) excursion handbills. Various destinations including a few to Wales or the 
West Country. Almost all single page type dated late 1940s - early 1960s. (50) £10

398 APPROX 25 BR(M) excursion handbills, many from the East Midlands area. Most dated 1962 - 
63. (25) £10

399 APPROX 25 mostly BR(M) handbills including longer type. Dated late 1940s - early 1950s. 
Condition varies, faults to some. (25) £10

400 APPROX 50 BR(S) handbills. Single page type and a few on coloured paper, dated 1950s - early 
1960s. Condition varies, string tears to many. (50) £10

401 APPROX 50 BR(M) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (50) £10

402 APPROX 50 BR(M) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (50) £10

403 APPROX 50 BR(E) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (50) £10

404 APPROX 50 BR(E) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (50) £10

405 APPROX 50 BR(W) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (50) £10

406 APPROX 40 BR(NE) handbills. Mostly single page type, dated 1950s - early 1960s. Condition 
varies, string tears to some. (40) £10

407 APPROX 34 BR handbills including smaller timetable type leaflets. Various regions, some multi 
page examples. Dated mid 1950s - 60s. (34) £10

408 APPROX 100 BR handbills. Mostly Eastern, LM and Southern regions dated 1950s - early 1960s. 
Occasional duplication. (100) £10

Lots 409 - 415: Menus
409 LNER Great Northern and Great Central Sections "Wine List". Brown card covers, 13pp, dated 

June 1930. £10
410 LMS HOTELS menu from the Station Hotel, Inverness. 1pp with art deco LMS Hotels logo and 

typed menu. Dated September 1937. Horizontal fold. £5
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411 BR named train menu and wine list from The Cheltenham Spa Express. 4pp laminated thin card 
with coloured cover design, opening to showing wine list with a Cornish Riviera Express luncheon 
menu card in inside front pocket. Print date May 1962. Rust marks to edge. £10

412 BR named train menu and wine list from The Merseyside Express. 4pp thin card with coloured 
cover design showing Liver bird, opening to showing wine list with dinner menu card in inside front 
pocket. £10

413 BR named train menu and wine list from The Caledonian. 4pp laminated thin card with coloured 
cover design, opening to showing wine list with luncheon menu card in inside front pocket. Print 
date May 1958. £10

414 BR named train menu and wine list from The Shamrock. 4pp laminated thin card with coloured 
cover design, opening to showing wine list with separate dinner menu card. Print date February 
1959. £10

415 BR(M) luncheon menu from a special train to Sheffield for the Tottenham v Manchester United FA 
Cup semi final, March 1962. Thin card, blue print with menu on front and wine list on rear. £10

Lots 416 - 496: Official Publications, Guides Etc.
416 SECR guide book produced for the French market "Bains de Mer d'Angleterre". Nice coloured 

pictorial covers showing girl bathers, 48pp, circa 1900. Covers dusty otherwise good. £10
417 CHEMINS DE FER DE L'ETAT ET DE BRIGHTON guide book "Paris a Londres via Dieppe & 

Newhaven par la Gare Saint Lazare". Illustrated covers showing Windsor Castle, 36pp dated April 
1914. Text in French. £10

418 G&SWR official publication "The Carrick Coast - Tourist Guide". Coloured pictorial covers showing 
view of Dunure Village. 48pp plus fold out map, dated 1909. Good condition. £22

419 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY official publication "Through The Lothians - Holidays on Historic 
Highways". Pictorial, coloured card covers, 100pp guide to the area. Circa 1910. £10

420 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY - WEST HIGHLAND RAILWAY "Official Tourist Guide to Scotland" 
dated 1895. Orange paperback covers, 200pp. Covers poor and repaired. £10

421 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Miller's Official Tourist Guide for 1901. Part leather bound hardback 
covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 160pp plus fold out maps. Spine poor causing loose front 
cover. £10

422 L&YR 16pp leaflet "Electrification of Line - Manchester to Bury via Prestwich". Lilac and brown 
artwork covers, dated 1916. Very worn. £10

423 L&YR 4pp programme for the unveiling ceremony of the war memorial at Horwich L&YR loco 
works, August 27th 1921. Restored into new card covers maintaining the original front and back 
covers. £10

424 VOLK'S ELECTRIC RAILWAY 8pp leaflet advertising the line. Photo illustrated covers, 7th 
edition circa 1890s. £10

425 GWR 12pp centre folding brochure "Somerset". Green and black pictorial covers by Baker 
showing church tower and farm, dated 1937 season. Slightly rusty staples. £10

426 GWR 12pp centre folding brochure "Cornwall". Coloured artwork and B&W photo pictorial covers 
showing fisherman mending nets. Dated 1936 season. Rusty staples removed. £10

427 GWR 12pp centre folding brochure "Cornwall". Coloured pictorial covers by Ralph Mott showing 
fisherman. Dated 1935 season. £10

428 GWR 16pp booklet "Land Cruises by Motor Coach and Train in Western England, Shakespeareland, 
Cambrian Coast & Wales". Orange and blue covers showing small illustration of coach. Illustrated 
guide to tours, dated 1931. Rusty staples removed. £10

429 GWR published guide book "Southern Ireland" by Maxwell Fraser. 72pp plus fold-out map, 
coloured pictorial paperback covers, published 1932. £10

430 GWR booklet "Holidays" subtitled "The Unrivalled Holiday Lands of the GWR". Published for the 
USA market. Pictorial card covers showing fishing village scene, 48pp, no map, circa 1928. Rusty 
staples. £10
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431 GWR official publication "Dunkirk and The Great Western" being an account of the GWR efforts 
during the Dunkirk evacuation in WW2. Pictorial paperback covers, 40pp, published 1940s. £10

432 GWR guide book "The Cornish Riviera - Our National Health & Pleasure Resort". Yapp-edged 
card covers, 152pp plus map, dated July 1906. Worn and dusty covers. £5

433 GWR publication "Door to Door by Country Cartage Services". Coloured pictorial card covers 
showing aerial view of train and lorries. 65pp plus fold out map, details scale of charges and 
places served. Dated March 1935. Covers dusty. £10

434 GWR publication "Guide to Economical Transport". Card covers, 142pp plus fold-out map, dated 
1936. Staining to covers and page edges. £5

435 LMS publication "Camping in England, Wales & Ireland". Brown print on green paper with cover 
illustration of camping scene, 48pp dated 1938. Wear to covers. £10

436 LMS 74pp guide book produced for the French market "Voyages en Grande Bretagne". Coloured 
pictorial covers showing dancing Scotsmen. Fold out map, text in French, circa 1930s. Covers 
worn and creased, centre pages and map detached. £10

437 LMS guide book "The English Lakes". Coloured pictorial covers by "NW" showing lake scene. 
80pp plus fold out map, circa 1920s. Some damp staining to top edge of last few pages. £10

438 LNER publicity booklet "Holiday Guide to North East England" published as No.3 in the Holiday 
Guide series. Coloured covers by Tom Purvis showing girl with binoculars, 32pp fully illustrated 
guide, dated 1935. Rusty staples. £10

439 LNER publicity booklet "Holiday Guide to Eastern Counties" published as No.2 in the Holiday 
Guide series. Coloured covers by Tom Purvis showing girl in bathing cap, 56pp fully illustrated 
guide, dated 1935. Rusty staples. £10

440 LNER published booklet for the French market "L'Angleterre et L'Ecosse". 24pp plus fold out map, 
yellow coloured illustrated covers showing cathedral front. Dated 1933, text in French. Covers 
dusty. £10

441 LNER Scottish Area "Programme of Tours". 184pp paperback booklet with red and black pictorial 
covers showing couple in carriage. Dated 1930 season. Plus 96pp booklet with similar cover 
"Tourist Travel Facilities - North Eastern Area 1930 season". Covers worn and loose on second 
item. (2) £10

442 LNER booklet "Three New Ships. Harwich Hook of Holland Service". Coloured pictorial covers 
showing three ships, 19pp detailing facilities on board the ships Vienna, Prague and Amsterdam. 
Dated 1930. Covers slightly dusty. £10

443 LNER North Eastern Area booklet "Cheap Party Travel Facilities for Sport or Pleasure". Coloured 
pictorial paperback covers showing scene from children's party, 36pp dated 1930. Rusty staples. 
£10

444 LNER booklet "Reduced Tourist Ticket Fares - North Eastern Area Stations Central District". 
Green and black illustrated covers show ticket and scissors, 84pp issue No.27 dated May 1935. 
Plus similar issue No.28 covering the Northern District. (2) £10

445 LNER (possibly official) 8pp fold out coloured leaflet "For Holidays Scarborough is Always In the 
Van". Folds out to show full colour illustrations of local scenes and local bus type publicity vehicle. 
Circa 1930s. £10

446 LNER publication "How The LNER 'Expresses' Freight". Illustrated cover showing photo view 
of freight train hauled by 4771. 44pp showing route maps and timetables of the major freight 
services. Dated September 1938. Library label inside front cover. £10

447 LNER official guide to company produced souvenirs and guides "What the LNER Offers You". 
Small size, coloured pictorial covers, 12pp, circa 1930s. Some wear, rusty staples replaced. £10

448 LNER booklet "The Silver Jubilee - Britain's First Streamline Train". Blue, silver and black covers 
showing "Silver Link" loco. 16pp dated September 1935. Covers rubbed. £10

449 LNER booklet "West Riding Limited - The First Streamline Train". Pictorial card covers showing 
A4 at speed. 12pp detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated July 1937. £10
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450 LNER publication "East Coasting" by Dell Leigh. Orange card covers, 63pp narrative on life in the 
East Coast Resorts. Undated, covers loose at rusty staples. £10

451 LNER 6pp fold out leaflet "Transport by Road and Rail - Country Collection and Delivery Services". 
Blue and black pictorial covers showing van and farm scene, opens to show system map and 
collection points. Dated January 1930. VGC. £10

452 LNER Great Northern Hotel, Kings Cross "London Weekly Diary of Social Events". Yapp edged 
card covers showing company coat of arms, 64pp covering 24th - 30th March 1930. £10

453 LNER Great Northern Hotel, Kings Cross "London Weekly Diary of Social Events". Yapp edged 
card covers showing company coat of arms, 64pp covering 6th - 12th October 1930. £10

454 LNER 24pp handbill type leaflet "Day Trips & Hikes". Red and blue covers show illustration of 
rabbit with rucksack. Details services from London Main Line and Suburban stations, September 
1935. Horizontal fold. Plus similar leaflets for "Penny a Mile Monthly Returns" with covers showing 
ticket and 1d coin, dated January 1935 and "Christmas and New Year Travel" with Christmas 
scene cover. (3) £5

455 LNER 72pp booklet "Circular Tours by Rail, Road & Steamer in England & Scotland". Sepia photo 
covers showing view of Edinburgh. Fold-out map, dated 1935. Creasing to top edge of covers. £10

456 LNER publication "Scarborough - its quicker by Rail". Photo illustrated covers, 18pp illustrated 
guide to the resort dated 1935. Some foxing to covers, vertical fold. £10

457 LNER guide book "Wandering on the Continent with the Aid of Youth Hostels - 1935". Green 
coloured covers, 28pp plus fold out map. VGC. £10

458 LNER official publication "East Coast Route to Inverness". Coloured pictorial covers, 24pp, 
published as No.11 in the Holiday Handbook series in the 1930s. Slight foxing to covers. £10

459 LNER brochure "Holland. For a complete change". Brown and blue pictorial covers showing 
sailing boat, 27pp dated 1930. Slightly rusty staples. £10

460 LNER official publication "Where To-Day?" covering the Scarborough district, 16pp fully illustrated 
guide to the area with centre page timetable dated April 1935. Plus similar covering the Whitby 
district. Foxing to covers of second item. (2) £10

461 LNER brochure "Northern Germany, Belgium and Holland via Grimsby". 12pp illustrated guide 
with blue and brown pictorial covers showing river scene and cathedral. Circa 1930s, Foxing to 
covers. Plus LNER guide books "Germany via Harwich" and "The Continent via Harwich" (poor). 
Also leaflet for German Railways 100th anniversary event at Nuremburg in 1935. (4) £10

462 LNER 36pp booklet "Educational Tours in Eastern Britain". Paperback, published 1935. £10
463 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - East Anglia". Green and red covers 

showing map of country and East Anglia area. 40pp plus fold-out map, no timetable supplement. 
Dated 1935. Plus LNER Holiday Guide to North East England with colour illustrated covers 
showing York. Rusty staples and faults to covers, circa 1930s. (2) £10

464 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Durham and Northumberland". Green 
and red covers showing map of country and north east area. 32pp plus fold-out map and timetable 
supplement in front pocket. Dated 1935. Spine partially split otherwise OK. Plus LNER official 
publications including Rambles and Walking Tours booklets. Condition varies. (Qty) £10

465 LNER booklet "Inclusive Holidays Embracing Rail Journey, Hotel Accommodation and Excursions 
in 1935". Pink and black paperback covers, 24pp, plus fold-out map. Plus handbill type leaflets for 
county cricket matches 1935 and weekly holiday season tickets April 1935. Last two items folded. 
(3) £10

466 LNER guide book "Isle of Skye via Mallaig". Black, purple and yellow pictorial covers showing 
bridge and loch by Pickin, 40pp plus fold out map. Undated. Plus similar "Holiday Guide to 
Scotland", 64pp with similar covers by Pickin. Rusty staples. (2) £10

467 Four LNER official guide book type publications, all with multi coloured, striped, illustrated covers. 
Historic Places, Trossachs via Aberfoyle, Land of Scott and Border Abbeys, Clyde and Loch 
Lomond Sailings. All circa 1930s. (4) £10
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468 LNER booklet "Vacation Tours in England & Scotland". Coloured pictorial covers showing ruined 
abbey. 29pp, produced for the USA market, undated. Some staining to covers. Plus LNER 
publication "England & Scotland" by Dell Leigh with coloured pictorial covers showing army band 
on Stonegate, York, dated 1935. Creasing to covers. (2) £5

469 LNER 8pp fold out information and timetable leaflet for Anvers - Harwich and Zeebrugge - 
Harwich night services. Red and black print, text in French, circa 1930s, annotated to show 
service alterations. £10

470 Four LNER official publications in the "via Harwich" series. "Belgium and Luxemburg via 
Harwich", "Holland via Harwich", "Germany via Harwich", "Walcheren (Holland) via Harwich". All 
with woodcut type illustrated covers and dated 1935. (3) £10

471 LNER guide book "Rothbury and Coquetdale". Green card covers, 24pp, fully illustrated, circa 
early 1930s. Plus three LNER guide books in the "Rambles" series covering Epping Forest, 
Suffolk, Durham & Northumberland. (4) £10

472 LNER Holiday Handbook. 500+pp "Holiday Haunts" type guide book. Coloured covers with 
arrows design, dated 1935. Cover wear and rusty staples. Plus LNER official publications 
including Weekly Holiday Season Tickets 1935, Great Britain How to See it, Map of the LNER 
and connections, Railway Museum York, Interesting Notes for Passengers 1935, etc. (Qty) £10

473 LNER Holiday Handbook. 500+pp "Holiday Haunts" type guide book. Orange covers with several 
fold-out maps, issue No.3 circa early 1930s. Slight wear to covers. Plus LNER official publications 
including Summary of Facilities by Passenger Train 1935, On Either Side, Locomotives of the 
LNER, Looking at Britain, etc. Condition varies. (Qty) £10

474 LNER 24pp handbill type programme for the railway exhibition at Stratford Works, probably in 
May 1935. Blue print, dusty and with vertical fold. £5

475 LNER & LMS joint publication "Scotland for The Holidays". Nice coloured pictorial covers, 48pp 
plus fold-out map. Dated 1938. Plus similar (with different pictorial cover) dated 1936. (2) £10

476 SR 32pp booklet "Factory Sites" detailing the benefits of sites within the area of Southampton 
Docks. Coloured pictorial covers with outer cellophane wrap, comb binding, dated 1935. Faults 
and loss to outer wrap, contents OK. £10

477 SR souvenir of Southampton Docks. Coloured covers cut in shape of ocean liner, 32pp detailing 
the history and activities of the docks, published 1930s. VGC. £10

478 SR souvenir booklet "Anno Domini MCMXXXIII" issued for the opening of the King George 
V Graving Dock at Southampton, July 1933. Unusual hardback version with coloured covers 
showing the SR coat of arms. 28pp fully illustrated guide showing how the docks were built. VGC. 
£10

479 SR guide book "Normandy & Brittany". Coloured pictorial card covers, 140+pp dated 1924. Minor 
cover wear. £10

480 SR guide book "Normandy & Brittany". Coloured pictorial card covers show illustration of Mont 
St.Michel, 408pp plus fold out map, 5th edition circa 1930. £10

481 SR official publication "The Golden Sands of Picardy". Illustrated covers showing woman, 176pp, 
14th edition circa 1930. Plus BR souvenir booklet for the Waterloo Station Centenary 1848-1948. 
31pp. (2) £10

482 SR official publication "Picardy and Paris". Coloured pictorial covers showing couple at cafe, 
152pp, 18th edition dated 1936. Slight wear to covers. £10

483 SR official publication "Sands Across the Sea". Guide to places of interest in Brittany, Normandy 
and Picardy. 416pp plus fold out map (torn), 2nd edition circa 1939. Coloured pictorial cover 
shows girls in national dress. Spine very poor, bindings loose. £10

484 SR 8pp leaflet "The Evolution of the World's Largest Suburban Electrified Railway". Sepia 
coloured print with photo illustration of EMU on Ouse Valley Viaduct. Circa 1935. £10

485 SR official publication "Yachting on the Sunshine Coast" by Chas Pears. Grey coloured clothbound 
covers with attached illustration of yacht with train in background. 65pp plus colour plates, dated 
1932. Some foxing. £10
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486 BR(S) glossy 8pp fold out coloured leaflet "The Brighton Belle - The Bournemouth Belle". 
Illustrated covers, opening to show times and carriage design, etc. Dated April 1966. Plus three 
others similar. (4) £10

487 BIG 4 published booklet "Londres . Autrefois et Aujourd'hui". Red, green and black illustrated 
covers showing silhouette of policeman and beefeater. 86pp, circa 1930s. Text in French. £10

488 BRITISH & IRISH RAILWAYS published centre folding brochure "Vos Vacances dans Iles 
Britannique". Photo and artwork type pictorial covers, 24pp illustrated guide with fold out map, 
circa 1930s. Produced for the French market with text in French. £10

489 BIG 4 published centre folding brochure "Les Iles Britanniques". Coloured pictorial covers show 
castle, 24pp plus fold out map, dated 1935. Produced for the French market with text in French. 
£10

490 BIG 4 published booklet "Les Docks de Grande - Bretagne". Green and black illustrated covers 
showing map of country, 32pp illustrated guide to dock facilities with fold out map, circa 1935. Text 
in French. £10

491 BELFAST & COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY "Official Tourist Guide to County Down and Mourne 
Mountains". Green hardback covers, 203pp plus adverts and fold-out map. Third edition dated 
1924. Spine discoloured, otherwise OK. £10

492 WAGONS LITS published booklet "Comfortable Travel in Europe". Illustrated paperback covers, 
166pp colour illustrated guide to services, circa early 1950s. Plus similar booklet "Comfort on 
Wheels" dated 1955. (2) £10

493 CHEMINS DE FER DE L'ETAT "Guide Officiel Illustre". Coloured pictorial card covers showing 
coastal scene by Claude Dervenn, 346pp guide to the railway and destinations. Dated 1929. 
Bindings loose. £10

494 SOUTH AUSTRALIAN RAILWAYS published booklet "Eighty Years of Service". Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers show loco and train. 8pp history published 1936. Vertical fold, newspaper 
clippings attached inside front cover. £10

495 SUDAN RAILWAYS 10pp fold out leaflet "Special Inclusive Tickets". Green and brown pictorial 
cover showing natives, opens to show details of tours. Dated 1934/35 season. VGC. £10

496 SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS published booklet "Railways and Harbours". 
Coloured pictorial card covers, 158pp illustrated handbook to the country's railways. Dated 1924. 
£10

Lots 497 - 532: Bus, Tram and London Transport Items
(For Badges and Pocket Maps, go to Small Items of Ephemera Section)

497 RED & WHITE SERVICES timetable booklet. Coloured pictorial covers showing map of area and 
bus in countryside. 123pp plus fold out map, dated September 1949. Slight creasing to cover. £10

498 EDINBURGH SMT bus timetable booklets for October 1948 and June 1949. Both 200pp with blue 
covers illustrated with country scene. Plus Edinburgh Official Guide circa 1940s (192pp with fold 
out map) and City of Edinburgh transport map circa 1940s. (4) £10

499 HIGHLAND OMNIBUSES LTD timetable booklet. Red covers, 72pp dated June 1954. Annotations 
to one timetable page. £10

500 WEST COUNTRY area bus and shipping timetable leaflets. Sidmouth Motor Co & Dagworthy 
Ltd (1960s), Blue & Cream Bus Service (Penzance - Mousehole 1960s), Pearce's (1954), Sam 
Colwill's (Ilfracombe, undated), Millbrook Steamboat & Trading Co (1953), Campbell's sailings 
from Bristol 1939. (6) £10

501 TRENT bus timetable booklet "Golden Jubilee Year 1963". Illustrated front cover showing early 
company single decker, 312pp plus fold out map. Wear and scuffs to edge of covers. £5

502 PORTSMOUTH AREA JOINT TRANSPORT SERVICES bus and trolleybus timetable booklet. 
Maroon and green covers. 303pp plus fold out map, dated May 1962. £5
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503 WEST BRIDGFORD URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL bus timetable booklet. Golden jubilee issue 
with photo illustrations of company buses on front, 36pp dated January 1964. Contemporary 
official outer covers added for protection. £10

504 LIVERPOOL CORPORATION PASSENGER TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT official bus guide. 
Paperback, green covers showing Liver bird, 96pp timetable type booklet dated April 1952. Plus 
similar dated April 1950 (worn and detached covers). (2) £10

505 BIRKENHEAD CORPORATION TRANSPORT time and faretable booklet. 96pp, dated May 
1954. Slight foxing. £10

506 SOUTH WALES TRANSPORT COMPANY booklet "From Wales to the World". Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers, 32pp detailing foreign tours. Dated 1952. Plus small quantity of Swansea and 
Mumbles Railway related items including commemorative closure brochure, luncheon menu & 
guest list, unused dividend statement. (Qty) £10

507 BURY CORPORATION TRAMWAYS report on the conveyance of refuse by tramway to the 
sewage disposal works. Foolscap sized, card covers, 5pp, dated 1908. £10

508 TRAMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing trams in London. Variety of locations, 
circa 1920s - 50s. Varying quality. (100) £10

509 TRAMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing trams in London. Variety of locations, 
circa 1920s - 50s. Varying quality. (100) £10

510 TRAMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing trams in London. Variety of locations, 
circa 1920s - 50s. Varying quality. (100) £10

511 TRAMS. Approx 70 mostly 8" x 6" B&W photos showing trams circa 1950s & 60s. Locations 
include Aberdeen, Leeds, Blackpool, Glasgow, Immingham & Grimsby, etc. Reasonable quality. 
(70) £10

512 ALBUM containing approx 50 B&W postcard sized photos showing views of Liverpool's last 
trams, 14th September 1957. Reasonable quality. £10

513 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing buses and a few trolleybuses circa 
1950s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

514 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport double deck buses 
circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

515 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport double deck buses 
circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

516 LGOC. Six double sided 12" x 8" timetable posters probably of the type as displayed at bus 
stops. Routes 152, 307, 234, 247A, 241, 90. Dated 1934 - 37. All with corners holes to facilitate 
attachment. (6) £10

517 LGOC. Six double sided 12" x 8" timetable posters probably of the type as displayed at bus 
stops. Routes 198, 156, 176, 160, 187, 169B. Dated 1933 - 37. All with corners holes to facilitate 
attachment. (6) £10

518 LONDON TRANSPORT timetable booklets. Green Line Coach Guide dated No.1 1953, (216pp 
plus fold out map), local area road and rail High Wycombe and District (144pp, 1951), Hitchin, 
Letchworth, etc (112pp, 1951) and St.Albans District (128pp, 1952). (4) £10

519 LPTB Metropolitan Line "Special Train Arrangements and WTT - Football at Wembley, Cup Final 
Wolves v Portsmouth April 1939". 12pp on yellow paper. £10

520 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "400 EASTERN NATIONAL". Green lettering 
on white, ex stop condition. £10

521 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "98A MON - FRI". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

522 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "335 336". Black lettering on white, ex stop 
condition. £10

523 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "74B MON - FRI". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10
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524 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "460 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

525 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "98 WEEKDAY". Black lettering on white, 
some rusting. £10

526 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "224 MON - SAT FARE STAGE". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

527 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "120 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

528 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "115A SAT - SUN". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

529 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "398 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white, 
ex stop condition. £10

530 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "129 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

531 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "467 SATURDAY". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

532 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "211 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

Lots 533 - 540: Ian Allan "ABC" and Similar Publications
533 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated November 1960. Laminated hardback covers show 

Warship loco. Good unmarked condition. £10
534 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated May 1961. Laminated hardback covers show class 40 

and DMU on shed. Evidence of pencil underlinings in the western region section. £10
535 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated June 1962. Laminated hardback covers show Blue 

Pullman. Slight wear to lamination around spine and one underlining. £10
536 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated June 1962. Laminated hardback covers show Blue 

Pullman. Good unmarked condition. £10
537 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated February 1969. Laminated hardback covers show 

Western class loco. No underlinings, spine faded. £10
538 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated January 1971. Laminated hardback covers show 

Deltic and class 50. Evidence of use of Tipp-Ex to disguise markings. £10
539 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated 1971. Plus similar dated 1973. Both marked. (2) £5
540 IAN ALLAN ABC booklet, LMS locos December 1944 (some evidence of marking) plus Sydenham 

& Co published Nameplates of LMS Locomotives and Nameplates of LNER Locomotives 
(unmarked). £10

Lots 541 - 570: Small Items of Ephemera

 

Please note: all items marked "BTC" (Buyer To Collect) must be collected from us.
541 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY rule book. Leather covers with title in gold on front, 

67pp dated 1862. Very worn/poor. £10
542 SCOTTISH NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with coat of 

arms in gold on front. 90pp dated 1861. Covers worn, contents OK. £10

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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543 DUNDEE & PERTH & ABERDEEN RAILWAY JUNCTION COMPANY rule book. Leather bound 
hardback covers, 124pp dated 1859. Unfortunately damp stained and with contemporary crossing 
out on all pages. £10

544 GLASGOW AND PAISLEY JOINT RAILWAY rule book. Clothbound card covers, 52pp dated 
1858. Good condition for age. £10

545 G&SWR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 80pp dated 1861. Some spine wear, good for 
age. £10

546 G&SWR rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front. 212pp 
dated 1889. £10

547 NBR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 171pp dated 
1898. VGC. £10

548 EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY rule book type publication "Signals and Regulations" dated 
1846. Hardback, clothbound covers, 51pp, worn, blank pages from end removed. £10

549 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON & MIDLAND JUNCTION RAILWAY rule book type "Regulations for 
the Guidance of Train Examiners and Greasers". Blue clothbound card covers with title on front, 
28pp, dated January 1920. VGC. £10

550 LNWR "Rules of the Crewe Works Fire Brigade". 8pp rule book type publication with illustrated 
paperback covers showing loco "Experiment". Dated August 1889. Grubby and worn. Plus GWR 
booklet "Accident Prevention for Permanent Way Men". Green covers, 62pp dated 1928. Also 
very worn. (2) £10

551 BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title and 
coat of arms in gold on front, 89pp dated 1923. VGC. £10

552 MILITARY RAILWAYS rule book. Card covers, 108pp, 1943 revision of 1933 issue. £5
553 GREAT NORTH OF ENGLAND RAILWAY small sized 1pp passenger timetable showing services 

between Darlington and York. Dated June 1841. VGC. £10
554 LANCASTER & CARLISLE RAILWAY pocket sized card notice re special train every Sunday 

and Thursday morning. Dated August 1853. VGC. £10
555 L&YR pocket sized, 4pp thin card timetable of east and west services between Liverpool, 

Manchester, Goole, Hull and Newcastle. Red and blue print, dated January 1905. VGC. £10
556 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 

Birmingham District, Camp Hill, Selly Oak, King's Norton, Barnt Green, Redditch & Halesowen". 
Dated October 1902. Worn, dusty and annotated. £10

557 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham and District". Lilac coloured print, dated July 1904. Folded. £10

558 MIDLAND RAILWAY NCC bound volume of public timetables for 1920. Part leather bound 
hardback covers containing four pocket sized issues dated October 1919, May 1920, July 1920, 
October 1920. Each with brown and cream pictorial covers showing local scenic views. VGC. £50

559 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY TIMETABLE. Pocket sized, green clothbound covers with title in gold 
on front, dated 1839. Probably 1899 reprint. £10

560 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 59pp, dated 1840. Some wear. £10

561 ROBINSON'S "Railway Time & Fare Tables and Railway Directory". Pocket sized, faded brown 
clothbound hardback covers, 98pp plus fold out map. Dated 1841. £10

562 SIDNEY S. pocket sized hardback book "Railways and Agriculture in North Lincolnshire". 103pp 
published by William Pickering in 1848. Loss to title label on front cover otherwise OK. £10

563 Small handwritten NOTEBOOK listing LBSCR locomotives. Dated 1891. £10
564 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official hotel envelope with list of hotels on front and Strathpeffer Hotel 

coat of arms on rear. Used. £18
565 GWR coloured pictorial stamp type label "Rely on Rail". 3½" x 3 showing view of Caerphilly Castle 

loco and train at speed from a poster by Philip Reid Company. £10
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566 LNER coloured pictorial stamp type label "We are Exhibiting at the Great Yorkshire Show at Hull 
July 16th - 18th 1930". 1½" x 2 showing view of eagle holding scroll. Plus another similar. (2) £10

567 NEWPORT CORPORATION TRANSPORT "Duty Warrant". Season ticket type, clothbound card 
covers with title and coat of arms on front. Unissued. £10

568 BR(W) telephone circuit card showing typed call list between Swindon and Didcot. Dated May 
1954. Plus similar for Swindon Highworth Junction - Loco Yard dated November 1961. (2) £10

569 Two sets of LNER Playing Cards. "Norfolk Broads" and "Royal Deeside". Both complete and with 
boxes. Reasonable condition. (2) £10

570 BANKNOTES. Bank of England £1 green banknote and 10/- brown. (2) £5

Lots 571 - 629: Tickets
571 GS&WR first class free pass. Oval shape, leather covers with title and coat of arms in gold on 

front. Issued 1913. £10
572 MIDLAND RAILWAY first class season ticket for travel between Birmingham, Derby, Nottingham, 

Sheffield and Manchester. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1875. Some 
wear. £10

573 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY contract ticket. Leather covers with title in gold on front (worn and 
faded). Issued for use between Easingwold and Alne in 1917. Worn. £10

574 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY contract ticket. Leather covers with title in gold on front. Covers only, 
no ticket. Plus two LOR season tickets and a Manchester Ship Canal wagon label. (4) £10

575 Six EASINGWOLD RAILWAY 3rd class contract tickets for use between Easingwold and Alne. 
Dated 1932 - 33. Most faded. (6) £10

576 LBSCR & SER Joint second class season ticket for use between London and Bexhill. Leather 
covers with title in gold on front. Unissued, stamped 'Cancelled'. £10

577 L&YR "Third Class Contract Ticket". Season ticket type, for use between Manchester and 
Failsworth or Moston. Title in gold on front, issued 1891, well used condition. Plus two counterfoil 
side third class season tickets issued 1906. £10

578 G&SWR Manager's Department First Class Free Ticket. Paper type, issued 1863. £10
579 LMS member's ticket for the first class club saloon of the Manchester Victoria - Blackpool North 

Travelling Club. Leather covers with title in gold on front. Unissued, dated 1936. £10
580 FESTINIOG RAILWAY first class free pass. Oval shape, leather covers with title in gold on front. 

Issued 1910. £10
581 SL&NCR first class free pass. Leather covers with garter type coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 

to T.Elliott of the MGWR and dated 1920. £10
582 BELFAST & CO DOWN RAILWAY bicycle season ticket. Clothbound card covers with title and 

bicycle illustration in gold on front. Unissued, overwritten 'Specimen'. £10
583 NBR Border Counties Section paper type "Train Ticket Wall to Hexham - Train Staff Following". 

Blue paper, dated 1860. £10
584 NER large card type 1st class fortnightly ticket for use between Leeds and Harrogate. Issued 

1883. Plus similar 3rd class example for use between Leeds and Scarbro'. Both worn and with 
corner loss. (2) £10

585 Three VALE OF TOWY RAILWAY whole Edmondson tickets. Plus three GW & LMS Joint whole 
Edmondson tickets. All unissued. (6) £10

586 Three NORTH SUNDERLAND RAILWAY whole Edmondson tickets for use between North 
Sunderland and Seahouses. 3rd and 1st class, all date stamped on rear. (3) £10

587 Two STRATFORD-UPON-AVON AND MIDLAND JUNCTION RAILWAY whole Edmondson 
tickets. Byfield to Woodford and Hinton, Blisworth - Towcester return (creased). (2) £10

588 SR 3rd class weekly season ticket for use between Ryde St.John's Road and all stations on the 
Isle of Wight. Issued 1934. Plus SR 1st class season ticket for use between Ryde Pier Head and 
Southsea & Portsmouth, issued 1947 (creased). (2) £10
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589 SR 3rd class pass for "Two Workmen on Duty" for use between Bath and Templecombe. Issued 
1947. £10

590 ISLE OF WIGHT. Six, mostly paper, tickets including SR to and from St.Helens, SR season 
ticket between Ryde Pier Head and Portsmouth, Southern Vectis return, Crinage's Motor Tours, 
Portsmouth, Southsea & IOW Aviation Ltd. All issued. (6) £10

591 Three LNER and two BR season tickets for Waverley line journeys. Stations include Newtongrange, 
Stobs, Eskbank, Belses, etc. (5) £10

592 ASHOVER LIGHT RAILWAY. Six geographical punch type tickets. Values 1d, 3d, 5d, 6d, 8d, 9d. 
Unissued. (6) £10

593 Seventeen METROPOLITAN RAILWAY whole Edmondson tickets. All issued. Plus eleven Met & 
GC whole Edmondson tickets, many from or to Amersham. Unissued. (28) £10

594 UNION CASTLE LINE early paper ticket for use between England and South Africa on steamship 
Kenilworth Castle in 1919. Torn and very worn. Plus 1960s menu from Union Castle RMS 
Edinburgh Castle. £10

595 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY thin card type second class season ticket for use 
between Darlington and Redcar. Green card, unissued. £10

596 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY unused paper ticket "Outside First Class Darlington to 
Saint Helen's". Printed on green coloured paper and dated 184x. £10

597 Six LNER whole Edmondson platform tickets (King's Cross, Grantham, Maldon East & Heybridge, 
Braintree & Bocking, Malton, Crews Hill), 1 LMS (Buxton), 1 M&GN (Melton Constable). Also 
19 BR red diamond (no price) or green diamond platform tickets and 2 LNER & Nottingham 
Corporation Tramways tickets for connecting tramway services. (10) £10

598 WANTAGE TRAMWAY COMPANY. Two card tickets (Wantage to Oxford Lane 2nd return, 
Wantage Road to Oxford Lane 2nd single) and passenger numbers return form dated 1908. (3) 
£10

599 Three SR 6d Old Shoreham Bridge Toll punch type tickets. Plus SR season ticket for pedal cycle 
and owner to use the Old Shoreham Toll Bridge. Issued 1951. (4) £10

600 BR(M) Cromford and High Peak Line "Train Staff Ticket" for use from Hopton Top to Longcliffe. 
Pink coloured paper, annotated, unused. Plus CDRJC "Banking Engine Ticket" and GNR(I) 
"Caution Ticket". (3) £5

601 EAST KENT RAILWAY train staff ticket for use between Shepherdswell Junction and Eythorne. 
Used 1922. Slightly grubby. Plus Shropshire & Montgomeryshire Railway wagon label (used 
1926). (2) £10

602 SCHULL & SKIBBEREEN TRAMWAY AND LIGHT RAILWAY train staff ticket for use from Schull 
to Ballydehob. Unissued. £10

603 LONDON CIVIL DEFENCE REGION thin card, 5" x 3" admission ticket for South Wimbledon 
station air raid shelter. Green and red print on yellow card, unissued. £10

604 LONDON CIVIL DEFENCE REGION thin card, 5" x 3" admission ticket for Bond Street station air 
raid shelter. Red print on yellow card, unissued. £10

605 LONDON CIVIL DEFENCE REGION thin card, 5" x 3" admission ticket for Balham station air raid 
shelter. Green and red print on yellow card, unissued. £10

606 APPROX 100 BR whole Edmondson type 1st and 2nd class Pullman car tickets. Many for 
services to or from Paddington. All issued. £10

607 Six PULLMAN CAR COMPANY paper type supplement tickets. Various types including TIM 
issues. Also eleven American Pullman Company tickets, many from Detroit. (17) £10

608 Approx 45 SOUTHAMPTON & IOW STEAM PACKET COMPANY whole Edmondson tickets. 
Good variety, all unissued. (45) £10

609 APPROX 25 whole Edmondson tickets from SR and LNER. Mostly 1st class, government rate, 
officer on leave, furlough, etc. Most issued. Plus a few halves and Talyllyn Railway preservation 
society issues. (Qty) £10
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610 APPROX 60 BR(W) whole Edmondson return tickets for services between Paddington and 
Ireland. Most dated 1966. £10

611 JOINT COMPANY whole Edmondson tickets including 16 M&GN, 3 OA&GBJR, 4 O&I JC, 1 
South Yorkshire Joint Line. Most unissued. (24) £10

612 APPROX 30 mostly BR(E) Grimsby & Immingham Electric Railway punch type tickets. Mostly 
numerical type. (30) £10

613 APPROX 25 BR(W) rail motor issued punch type tickets for routes in South Wales, West Country, 
Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, etc. Plus small strip of similar Setright issued tickets. (Qty) £10

614 Approx 50 PRE GROUPING whole Edmondson tickets from various companies including GNR, 
LNWR, MR, LSWR, NER, L&YR, etc. Many issued. (50) £10

615 APPROX 30 GWR paper tickets. Various types on green, yellow and white paper. All issued. (3) 
£10

616 APPROX 40 LMS whole Edmondson tickets. Company wide selection including Scotland. Issued 
and unissued, back damage to a few. (40) £10

617 APPROX 27 whole Edmondson tickets. Mostly Big 4 issues including joint. Issued and audit, 
condition varies. (27) £10

618 APPROX 80 mostly BR 2d, 3d and unpriced red diamond platform tickets plus a few pre-nat 
whole Edmondson tickets. (Qty) £10

619 APPROX 80 mostly BR(S) platform tickets. Green diamond, unpriced red diamond and AA issues. 
Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

620 APPROX 100 AA type BR platform tickets. Good variety of locations (no Scottish), no apparent 
duplication. (Qty) £10

621 QUANTITY of BR whole Edmondson and season tickets plus various others. (Qty) £10
622 QUANTITY of mostly whole Edmondson tickets including Big 4, L&LSR, Harton Coal Company, 

etc. A few seasons and platforms also noted. (Qty) £10
623 QUANTITY of whole Edmondson, APTIS and machine issue tickets. Includes platforms, preserved 

and London Transport types. (Qty) £10
624 QUANTITY of mostly whole Edmondson tickets. BR, LT and preserved. (Qty) £10
625 END OF COLLECTION selection including BR whole Edmondson tickets and London Transport 

Buses geographical punch type tickets. (Qty) £10
626 Large quantity of BR(W) whole Edmondson tickets for services to or from Paddington. All issued. 

(Qty) £10
627 SHOEBOX containing many hundreds of tickets. Various types, BR and others. (Qty) £10
628 SHOEBOX containing many hundreds of tickets. Mostly BR whole and half Edmondson type. 

(Qty) £10
629 SHOEBOX containing many hundreds of tickets. BR and Irish, mostly whole Edmondson type. 

(Qty) £10

Lots 630 - 728: Badges, Buttons and Small Hardware Items
630 LGOC enamel and brass button badge "On War Service 1915". 1" diameter with title in blue 

enamel around edge and LGOC initials in brass across centre. Good used condition. £30
631 CLC brass uniform cap badge. Oval, 2¼" x 2", showing garter surrounding "CLC316". VGC. £10
632 LNER police uniform helmet badge. Black coloured sixteen point star design with coat of arms in 

chrome in centre. £10
633 GW & LMS JOINT cloth cap badge showing red coloured company initials in scrolled style. Some 

edge wear. Plus similar showing GWR and later GWR roundel type. (3) £10
634 SR brass, uniform cap badge "Engineman SR". Oval, 2½" x 1¼", holes at either end for sewing to 

cap, good used condition. £30
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635 GOLDEN ARROW PULLMAN gilt and enamel uniform cap badge showing coat of arms in red, 
blue, white and yellow enamel with "Pullman" in scroll below and "Southern" at top and "Golden 
Arrow" at bottom. Small areas of enamel loss. £10

636 BR(W) gilt and chocolate enamel, lion over wheel, uniform cap badge "Yard Master". Good 
condition. £30

637 BR(NE) tangerine enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Shorter, 
thinner lettering design, VGC. £30

638 BR(E) dark blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Some scratching 
to enamel. £30

639 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Minor 
scratching to enamel.  £30

640 BR(S) green enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Excess Luggage". Good condition. 
£30

641 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Foreman". Colour a little 
dull. £10

642 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Colour a little flat 
but OK. £10

643 BR(M) maroon enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Repairs to 
lost enamel and rear lug. £10

644 BR(M) maroon enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Small chip to enamel. 
£10

645 BR(M) chrome and maroon enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Slight wear 
to lettering. £10

646 BR(S) chrome and green enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. £10
647 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Some 

pitting to lettering.  £10
648 BR(W) chocolate enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. £10
649 BR chrome and enamel badge "British Railways Fire". 8-pointed star shape with name in red 

enamel in centre. 1½" diameter, good condition. £30
650 LTB "Look-Out" enamel armband. Some edge rusting, generally good condition, complete with 

original straps. £10
651 BR(M) 1960s promotional button badge "London Midland Electric Express". Blue and white, 1" 

diameter showing illustration of 25Kv electric loco and train. £10
652 BRIGHTON CORPORATION TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge "Inspector". 2½" diameter 

with small embossed coat of arms and job title below, all surrounded by company title and date 
1901. Good used condition. £30

653 PAISLEY DISTRICT TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge. Approx 2" x 2" showing name 
surrounding coat of arms with crown atop, all flanked by laurel leaves. Good used condition. £30

654 LIVERPOOL CITY TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge. Approx 2½" x 2" showing "City 
Tramways" in garter surrounding Liver bird logo, all flanked by laurel leaves. Good used condition. 
£30

655 COVENTRY CORPORATION TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge. Approx 2" x 1½" showing 
coat of arms, flanked by laurel leaves with name in scroll below. Used condition. £30

656 LONDON UNITED TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge "Motorman". Approx 2½" x 2" showing 
coat of arms with company name and job title in scrolls below. £30

657 SOUTH MET ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS uniform cap badge. Nickel with dark blue enamel in 
bullseye type design. Good condition. £30

658 CROYDON CORPORATION TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge. Approx 2" x 2" showing coat 
of arms, flanked by laurel leaves with name in scroll below. £30

659 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY uniform cap badge "General". Country services 
example with red enamel on nickel in bullseye design. Good original condition. £30
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660 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY brass uniform cap badge. 2" x 1½" showing 
company name in 'winged' wheel design with "General" across centre bar. Good condition. £30

661 LONDON TRANSPORT brass cap badge "London Transport Military Band". Octagonal design 
with name in full with griffin above. £30

662 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Instructor". Griffins supporting 
light and dark blue bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel 
across centre bar and "Instructor" in section below. £30

663 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting red bullseye 
design with "London Transport" across centre bar. Good used condition. £30

664 LONDON TRANSPORT nickel and enamel uniform cap badge "Fireman". Red, white and blue 
bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in blue enamel across centre bar and 
"Fireman" in red enamel scroll below. Slight scratching to enamel. £30

665 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Advertising". Blue bullseye 
design with name across centre bar. VGC. £30

666 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Publicity". Blue bullseye design 
with name across centre bar. VGC. £30

667 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Train Operator". Yellow bullseye 
design with title in blue enamel across centre bar. Used condition. £30

668 LAWSON'S uniform cap badge "Driver". Shield type design showing name in gilt with red enamel 
background. VGC. £30

669 TIMPSON'S MOTOR COACH SERVICES enamel and chrome uniform cap badge. 2" x 1" ornate 
design in shape of bus with name and Catford address. £30

670 ROYAL BLUE COACHES enamel and chrome uniform cap badge "Inspector". Oval, 2½" x 1¼" 
with blue enamel background and name in chrome. Used condition. £30

671 ROYAL BLUE COACHES reliability and safety badge. Gilt and red, white & blue enamel showing 
safety triangle with company name in scroll below. Minor wear to white enamel. £30

672 WORCESTER JOINT STATION 18mm nickel uniform button showing company initials in script 
form. Froggatt 48/5 but in nickel. £10

673 WORCESTER JOINT STATION 24mm nickel uniform button showing company initials in script 
form. Froggatt 48/5 but in nickel. £10

674 EAST LONDON RAILWAY brass button. 24mm diameter showing company initials. Froggatt 
42/14. £10

675 LBSCR Marine Department gilt 16mm button showing company name surrounding anchor. 
Froggatt 28/10. £10

676 LSWR Marine Department 24mm diameter gilt button showing anchor design. Froggatt 28/4. £10
677 MIDLAND RAILWAY Dining Car brass 24mm button showing overlaid initials. Froggatt 11/11. £10
678 MIDLAND RAILWAY - NCC brass uniform button. 24mm diameter showing griffin design 

surrounded by title. Froggatt 61/4. £10
679 GNR Senior Staff 24mm gilt button showing initials and royal crown. Froggatt 3/17. £10
680 LONDONDERRY & LOUGH SWILLY RAILWAY 16mm nickel button showing locomotive design 

surrounded by name. Froggatt 61/12. £10
681 WINDERMERE UNITED STEAM YACHT COMPANY 24mm gilt button showing anchor with rope 

design edge. Froggatt 19/3. £10
682 ISLE OF MAN RAILWAY 24mm brass button showing three legged symbol surrounded by 

company name. Slightly rubbed. Froggatt 50/6. £10
683 SOUTH LANCASHIRE TRAMWAYS COMPANY 24mm diameter nickel button showing 

intertwined initials surrounded by name. £10
684 PRE GROUPING. Small quantity of buttons including examples from GER, GNR, LSWR, LNWR, 

GCR, SECR. (Qty) £10
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685 PRE GROUPING. Small quantity of buttons and a few Irish and overseas examples including 
PLM, NSR, L&YR, CLC, Caledonian, LBSCR, ,Furness, M&GN, NER, GS&WR, MR, NBR, etc. 
(Qty) £10

686 SMALL COLLECTION of five pre-grouping buttons with examples from ELR, TVR, GCR, 
Metropolitan Railway. Small dent to first item. (5) £10

687 METAL DIE for producing "LMS Dining Car Service" 18mm button (Froggatt 22/10). Rusty. £10
688 LNWR rare leather paycheck showing company initials and "32 Camden". £10
689 L&Y & LNWR circular brass paycheck showing "Blackpool TR" and company initials. Good used 

condition. £10
690 L&Y circular brass paycheck showing "Lostock Hall" and company initials. Good used condition. 

£10
691 LMS. Six LMS horse/cartage related, mostly grey metal, paychecks including Camden Cartage (2 

different), St.Pancras Cartage, St.Pancras Horse Dept, Broad Street Cartage (2 different). (6) £10
692 Four grey metal PAYCHECKS. "C & Co H" (x2), LMS, L&YR. (4) £10
693 L&YR button whistle showing brass buttons on each side of the barrel. Dents and wear to buttons. 

£10
694 LNWR barrel type chromed brass whistle. Company initials clearly visible, chrome plating all but 

gone. £10
695 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY pewter medal for the opening of the Middlesborough 

branch in December 1830. Front shows head on view of suspension bridge near Stockton, rear 
shows coal staithes at Middlesborough. A little scratched. £10

696 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY pewter medal for the railway centenary in 1925. Front 
shows Locomotion with rear showing LNER 4-6-2 loco. Ribbon attached. Some wear. £10

697 LSWR St John Ambulance Association bronze medal awarded in 1924. Blue ribbon attached, 
contained in original Mappin & Webb case. £10

698 LSWR St John Ambulance Association silver medal awarded to Waterloo A winning team in 1920. 
Blue ribbon attached, contained in original Mappin & Webb case. £10

699 LSWR St John Ambulance Association bronze medal awarded for long service in 1922. Red, 
black and white ribbon attached, contained in original Mappin & Webb case. £10

700 SR hallmarked silver and enamel "50 Years Service" medal. 1¼" diameter showing company 
coat-of-arms and title in enamel. Awarded in 1943. £10

701 NBR signalbox block instrument brass description plate "Kirklee Jun". 5½" x 2", engraved lettering 
with wax infill, good condition. £20

702 Two GWR brass signalbox lever plates. "10 Up Main Weighbridge Siding", "11 Disc For No.10". 
Believed ex Torre signalbox. Ex-box condition. (2) £10

703 Two GWR brass signalbox lever plates. "20 Down Refuge Siding to Main Start'g", "22 Disc For 
No.21 Nil or 5". Believed ex Torre signalbox. Ex-box condition. (2) £10

704 BRASS KEY FOB stamped "LNER Wheatley Ground Frames" located between Halifax St.Pauls 
and Holmfield on the Halifax & Ovenden Joint Line. No key, good used condition. £10

705 TINPLATE WAGON LABEL "Empty to Manvers Main Colliery Per G.N. & GC Railways". White 
on blue, 6¾" x 4½". Good condition. £10

706 L&YR PAY TIN. 2" tall, company initials stamped into side. Well used condition. Plus unmarked 
brass company whistle. (2) £10

707 L&YR carriage key. Company initials stamped on rectangular end piece. Good used condition. 
£10

708 STIRLING STATION HOTEL silver plated small sized coffee pot manufactured by Hutton of 
Sheffield. 4" tall with hotel name stamped into side. Good used condition. £10

709 ROYAL MAIL STEAM PACKET CO silverplate serviette ring manufactured by Elkington. Coat of 
arms stamped on front. £10

710 GCR Steamships fork. Company coat of arms at top of handle. Tarnished. £5
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711 MIDLAND HOTEL BIRMINGHAM silverplate pepper pot showing coat of arms. Manufactured by 
Elkington. Coat of arms very rubbed/faint. £10

712 WHITE STAR LINE. Wooden cutlery box containing six knives and six forks manufactured by 
Elkington. All with ornate design to the handle showing stars, the knives showing the White Star 
Line house flag. Some wear to box with central design to lid missing. The set would originally have 
had spoon but now only knives and forks remain. £20

713 LMS CARS small sized glass tumbler (probably whisky). Company name engraved into side. 
Good condition. BTC. £10

714 DARLINGTON RAILWAY JUBILEE 1875 commemorative plate showing the statue of the late 
Joseph Pease. Ornate sepia coloured design, produced locally by J.P. Clarkson, Tea Dealer of 
Darlington. Some crazing and one hairline crack. BTC. £10

715 GWR framed and glazed notice "Smoking is Strictly Prohibited in this Room". 10½" x 7" in original 
wooden frame. Some staining to notice. BTC. £10

716 BR(ScR) brass harness decoration. 1¼" x 1¾" showing BR initials. Loss of wax infill to lettering. 
£10

717 GNR circular horse brass. 2½" diameter showing company initials in capitals. £10
718 J&P CAMERON (carrier for the NBR) horse brass. 2¼" x 1¾" showing company name surrounding 

thistle design. £10
719 HUDSWELL CLARKE rectangular shaped horse brass. 1¾" x 1½" with scalloped corners 

showing HC in capitals. £10
720 THOMAS MCKAY LTD (carrier for the MS&LR and GCR) oval shaped horse brass. 2" x 1½" 

showing company initials (rubbed/faded). £10
721 THOMAS BANTOCK (carrier for the GWR in the West Midlands) rectangular shaped horse 

brass. 2" x 1½" with scalloped corners showing TB & Co. Plus cast iron wheel hub also showing 
company initials. (2) £10

722 TOOMERS (carrier for the GWR in Henley on Thames) rectangular shaped horse brass. 2½" x 2" 
with scalloped corners showing name in capitals. £10

723 LMS (G&SWR pattern) brass harness decoration. 1" x ¾" shield type showing G&SWR coat of 
arms. Very rubbed/faded. £10

724 GNR Horse Department circular brass paycheck showing "HD 83 GNR". Good used condition. 
£10

725 GER cast iron paperweight. Rectangular with knob on top. Company initials stamped into side. 
£10

726 LNER cast metal paperweight depicting A3 Flying Scotsman with corridor tender. Worn. £10
727 PEN NIBS. Small collection of 2 NER, 4 LNER, 1 GWR and 1 BR. Attached to card. (8) £5
728 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the CK - LJ section. Well used condition, 

slightly bent at top of handle. £10

Lots 729 - 736: Luggage, Wagon and Miscellaneous Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
729 LNER luggage label "North British Station Hotel Edinburgh". 5" x 4", green and black print with 

vignette of hotel at centre. VGC. £10
730 JARDINE MATHESON & CO tie on card luggage label. Yellow, red and blue pictorial type showing 

ship off Chinese coast (creased). Plus eight shipping company paperwork items including luggage 
labels from French Line, Union Castle, B&I Steam Packet Company, etc. £10

731 Six MIDLAND AND SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY luggage labels. Manchester 
Central, Ogbourne, Tidworth, Ludgershall, Foss Cross, Savernake. (6) £5

732 APPROX 60 GCR and MS&LR luggage labels. All red print, some duplication. (Qty) £10
733 APPROX 227 mostly GWR G77 type luggage labels. Duplication of station to show different 

typefaces.  (227) £10
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734 COLLECTION of 300+ luggage and parcel labels with examples from LNER, M&SJR, GWR, 
GC&NSRJC, BR. Heavy duplication. (Qty) £10

735 ALBUM containing over 250 luggage labels with examples from BR, GER, SR, GWR, LBSCR, 
LMS, LNER, LSWR, MR, SER/SECR. No apparent duplication. (Qty) £50

736 APPROX 50 National Coal Board wagon labels. Variety of collieries, all used. (50) £10

Lots 737 - 742: Stamps
737 LNWR. 20 stamps including eight 4d Special Stamp for News Correspondence, five parcel 

stamps, seven newspaper parcel stamps. All used. (20) £10
738 GNSR 2d green letter stamp. Unused, creased and worn. Plus Festiniog Railway 7d parcel stamp 

(unused), GNR 1/- local parcel stamp from Finsbury Park (used), GER 2d four newspapers stamp 
(used), 2x CLC Manchester C Peter Street 2d parcel stamps (both used). (6) £10

739 Four EASINGWOLD RAILWAY 1d news parcel stamps. Unused, slight foxing. Plus LNER 8d 
parcel stamp from Easingwold (faded) and LNER 4/- parcel stamp from Easingwold (worn, faded 
and with loss). (6) £8

740 APPROX 24 parcel stamps with examples from LMS, LNER, LNWR, M&GN. All used. (24) £10
741 BLACKPOOL CORPORATION TRANSPORT 6d newspaper parcel stamp. Unused, slightly 

creased. Plus two Manchester Corporation Tramways 3d parcel stamps. Both used. (3) £10
742 APPROX 60 mostly BR parcel stamps. Many southern and western region issues including 

machine types. All used. Condition varies. (Qty) £10

Lots 743 - 789: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
743 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official card "Glasgow Central. New portion - coast train arriving" 

(CR020) showing colour view of platform. Not postally used. £10
744 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official card "John o'Groats" (HR240) showing B&W view. Postally used 

1907. £12
745 PORTPATRICK & WIGTOWNSHIRE JOINT RAILWAYS official card "Near the Mull of Galloway" 

(PWJ054) showing B&W views of Devil's Bridge and Wishing Well. Postally used 1906. £20
746 SOUTH EASTERN AND CHATHAM RAILWAY official correspondence map card showing cross 

channel routes between London and Paris via Folkestone - Boulogne (SE181). Not postally used. 
£16

747 MIDLAND RAILWAY official card "Midland Grand Hotel, London" (MR229) showing B&W view of 
exterior of hotel. UB, postally used 1903. £20

748 LSWR early intermediate sized official card "Windsor - The Castle" (LSW163) showing distant 
view of castle. Brown frame, sepia vignette. UB. Not postally used, some creasing. £14

749 GER official correspondence card "London to Lowestoft" (GE152) showing colour view of 
Lowestoft pier. Postally used 1905. £20

750 GCR official card "Royal Victoria Station Hotel, Sheffield" (GC071C). Shows small B&W illustration 
of hotel. Postally used 1906, small pin holes at one end. £10

751 GCR official envelope for the Steamships series of postcards. Some wear and staining. Note: 
envelope only, no postcards. £12

752 FURNESS RAILWAY (possibly) postcard "Furness Abbey Hotel" showing colour view of exterior 
of the hotel. Not postally used. £10

753 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY official card "North British Station Hotel, Edinburgh" (NB460) 
showing small sepia coloured vignette of hotel. Postally used 1903. £12

754 DISTRICT RAILWAY intermediate early official card "Albert Memorial Kensington Gardens" 
(DIST825) showing vignette of the memorial. Postally used 1898. £16

755 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official cards. "Ruislip Village" (MET006), "Batchworth Locks" 
(MET028). Not postally used. (2) £10
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756 GWR official card "Map of the Cornish Riviera showing Railways, Motor Routes and Principal 
Roads" (GW051). Not postally used, slight foxing. £12

757 GWR registration office correspondence card "Fishguard Bay Hotel" (GW435-2) showing drawing 
of outside of the hotel. Postally used (with GWR perforated stamp) 1935. £12

758 LMS real photo official card "Bettws-y-Coed" (LMS310). Not postally used. £10
759 LMS real photo official card "Caernarvon Castle" (LMS311). Not postally used. £10
760 LMS real photo official card "The Menai Strait" (LMS317A). Not postally used, small stains to rear. 

£10
761 COMMERCIAL CARD published in the Frith's Series "Lynton & Barnstaple Railway" showing 

colour view of train crossing bridge. Not postally used. £5
762 COMMERCIAL CARD "Northwich Station" showing colour view of platform. No publisher 

mentioned but marked as "Photo. Jefferies". Not postally used. £5
763 COMMERCIAL CARD "Bridgnorth from Paw-Pudding Hill" showing elevated B&W view of the 

signalbox and platform end. No publisher mentioned, not postally used. £5
764 COMMERCIAL CARD "Barton and Walton Station" showing framed real photo view of train 

approaching the platform. Published by Scarratt & Co in Derby, postally used 1917. £5
765 COMMERCIAL CARD "Woodford, Railway Station" showing B&W view of level crossing. 

Published by Frith's, postally used 1916. £5
766 COMMERCIAL CARD "Northern Counties Station, Belfast" showing B&W view of station 

concourse. Published by Valentines, not postally used. £5
767 COMMERCIAL CARD "Portrush, the Station" showing B&W view of the station approaches. 

Published by Tuck, postally used 1904. £5
768 COMMERCIAL CARD "The Town Station, Andover" showing colour view of platform and 

overbridge. Published by Sid Rolls, postally used, stamp removed. £5
769 COMMERCIAL CARD "Norbiton - The Railway Station" showing colour view of platform. 

Published by C.Mansfield, postally used 1907. Corner creasing. £5
770 COMMERCIAL CARD "Southampton West Station" showing colour view of platform and 

signalbox. Published by Welch & Sons, postally used 1905. £5
771 COMMERCIAL CARD showing colour view of Devil's Dyke station near Brighton. No publisher 

mentioned, postally used 1905. £5
772 COMMERCIAL CARD "Dunmere Old Line, Bodmin" showing colour view of the line. Published by 

Friths, not postally used. £12
773 COMMERCIAL CARD showing real photo view of new GER turbine steamer SS Copenhagen. 

Published by Kingsway, postally used 1909. £10
774 COMMERCIAL CARD "The Station Westcliff on Sea" showing colour platform view. Published by 

Frith, postally used 1905. Corner creasing. £5
775 COMMERCIAL CARD "Cwmbran Station" showing colour view of platform. Published by 

Harding's Regal Series, used, not stamped. A few marks. £5
776 COMMERCIAL CARD "Mallow Railway Station" showing colour view of platform. Published by 

Milton, postally used 1910. £5
777 Two COMMERCIAL CARDS showing real photo views of SECR Victoria station. Exterior view 

published by Beagles & Co (used) and continental and main line platform view published by 
Kingsway (used 1916). (2) £14

778 Three MIDLAND RAILWAY official cards showing real photo sepia views of the "Midland Hotel, 
Manchester" published in the Grosvenor series. Octagon Court, Winter Garden, Roof Garden 
(MR255, 256A, 257). Not postally used. (3) £18

779 APPROX 18 commercial cards showing colour and B&W (including real photo) views of narrow 
gauge and cliff railways including RH&DR, Snowdon, R&ER, Southsea Miniature Railway, Rhyl 
Miniature Railway, Hastings, Bridgnorth, etc. Publishers include Tuck's, Judges, Valentines, 
Milton, etc. Condition varies. (18) £10
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780 APPROX 30 commercial cards showing colour and B&W (including real photo) station views. 
Locations include Newton Abbot, Llanelly, Hastings, Tilehurst, Crewe, Wemyss, Northwich, etc. 
Condition varies. (30) £10

781 APPROX 20 commercial cards showing colour and B&W views including buses and trams. 
Locations include Weston super Mare, Bournemouth, Ipswich, Wisbech, Hastings, London, South 
Shields, etc. Condition varies. (20) £10

782 APPROX 50 commercial cards showing non railway colour and B&W views of bridges, tunnels, 
piers and ferries. Various locations and publishers. Condition varies. (50) £10

783 APPROX 8 commercial cards showing colour and B&W (including real photo) views of railways 
and stations around Bournemouth and Southampton including Jack the railway dog and South 
Western Hotel. Condition varies. (8) £10

784 APPROX 30 real photo commercial cards showing loco views. Publishers include Real 
Photographs. Condition varies, a few with back damage. (30) £10

785 APPROX 50 commercial cards published by Fleury showing B&W views of European locos 
including German and Austro-Hungarian. (50) £20

786 APPROX 50 commercial cards showing colour and B&W (including real photo) loco views. 
Publishers include Valentines, Salmon, Ian Allan, LPC, etc. Condition varies. (50) £10

787 FRANCE. Approx 100 commercial cards published by Fleury or DFI showing B&W views of 
French built diesel and electric locos and multiple units in France and North Africa. (100) £40

788 FRANCE. Approx 100 commercial cards published by Fleury or DFI showing B&W views of 
French steam locos. (100) £40

789 USA. Approx 80 commercial cards including a few published by Fleury showing B&W views of 
American steam locos. (80) £10

Lots 790 - 881: Photographs
790 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in Scotland circa 

1930s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
791 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing various station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
792 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
793 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
794 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
795 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly ex L&YR stations and 

signalboxes circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
796 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR locos mostly 

in LMS livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
797 NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR 4-4-0 locos in LNER and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
798 LNWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNWR locos in LMS and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
799 LNWR. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR locos in LNWR, LMS and BR 

livery. Variable quality. (180) £10
800 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex L&YR locos in LMS and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
801 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex L&YR locos mostly in LMS livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £20
802 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing L&YR locos in L&YR, LMS and BR livery. 

Varying quality. (100) £10
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803 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing L&YR locos in L&YR, LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

804 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing L&YR locos in L&YR, LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

805 SECR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SECR locos in SR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £20

806 NER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER locos mostly in LNER livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £20

807 GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £20

808 GCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR locos mostly in LNER livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £20

809 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 95 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in MR and 
LMS livery. Reasonable quality. (95) £20

810 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR 4-4-0 locos mostly 
in LMS livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

811 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 125 postcard sized B&W photos showing ex MR locos mostly in 
LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (125) £10

812 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS 
livery. Variable quality. (100) £10

813 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS 
livery. Variable quality. (100) £10

814 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS 
livery. Variable quality. (100) £10

815 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS 
livery. Variable quality. (100) £10

816 LBSCR & LSWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LBSCR and LSWR locos in 
LBSCR or LSWR livery. Very variable quality. (100) £10

817 LBSCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LBSCR locos in LBSCR livery. Very 
variable quality. (100) £10

818 LBSCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LBSCR locos in LBSCR livery. Very 
variable quality. (100) £10

819 GNR. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR 4-4-2 locos in GNR, LNER and 
BR livery. Variable quality. (120) £10

820 LT&SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LT&SR locos in LMS livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

821 PRE GROUPING. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly pre grouping locos 
including examples from GCR, SECR, etc. Some by Tidey and Nunn. Quality varies. (150) £10

822 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos mostly in GWR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

823 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

824 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

825 GWR. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR constituents locos in GWR and BR 
livery with examples from M&SWJR, TVR, Cambrian, Barry. Variable quality. (120) £10

826 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-4-0 locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Variable quality. (100) £10

827 LMS. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (180) £10
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828 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS Royal Scot, Patriot and Jubilee 
class locos mostly in BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

829 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS rolling stock in various liveries. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £20

830 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

831 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

832 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

833 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

834 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

835 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

836 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

837 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

838 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

839 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

840 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS livery. Variable quality. 
(100) £10

841 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos, many in LMS livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

842 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos, many in LMS livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

843 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER A4 locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

844 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER 4-4-0 locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

845 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Variable 
quality. (100) £10

846 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Variable 
quality. (100) £10

847 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Variable 
quality. (100) £10

848 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Variable 
quality. (100) £10

849 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Variable 
quality. (100) £10

850 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

851 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

852 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos mostly in LNER livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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853 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR Nelson, King Arthur and School class 
locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

854 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

855 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

856 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

857 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

858 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

859 SR. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Variable 
quality. (180) £10

860 DIESELS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing first generation diesel locos circa 1960s - 
early 70s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

861 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing industrial locos at various 
locations in the 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

862 IRELAND. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing Irish steam loco views circa 1950s. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

863 IRELAND. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Irish railway loco views circa 1950s. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

864 NETHERLANDS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Dutch steam loco views in the 
1930s. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

865 NETHERLANDS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Dutch steam loco views in the 
1930s and 40s. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

866 FRANCE. Approx 100 B&W mostly Photomatic published postcard sized photos showing French 
steam loco views. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

867 FRANCE. Approx 100 B&W Photomatic published postcard sized photos showing French steam 
loco views. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

868 FRANCE. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing French steam loco views in the 
1960s. Varying quality. (100) £20

869 SPAIN. Approx 130 B&W postcard sized photos showing Spanish steam loco views in the 1960s. 
Reasonable quality. (130) £10

870 SPAIN. Approx 130 B&W postcard sized photos showing Spanish steam loco views in the 1960s. 
Reasonable quality. (130) £10

871 AUSTRIA. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing Austrian steam loco views. Varying 
quality. (180) £10

872 EUROPE. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing 1960s steam loco views in Germany, 
Austria, Finland, Switzerland, etc. Reasonable quality. (100) £20

873 MISCELLANEOUS. End of collection selection of approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos 
showing various views including Irish locos, Somerset & Dorset locos, carriages & wagons, diesel 
nameplates, industrial, etc. Variable quality. (Qty) £10

874 Three sepia type 10" x 8" photos of early Midland Railway locomotives 428, 1305, 695. Mounted 
on board. (3) £10

875 APPROX 35 John Fowler & Co official 8" x 6" B&W photos showing company built diesel 
locomotives. Appear circa late 1950s. (35) £10

876 LMS. Approx 50 7" x 5" B&W photos showing ex LMS and BR Standard locos circa early 1960s. 
Reasonable quality. (50) £10

877 LNER. Approx 50 7" x 5" B&W photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Reasonable quality. 
(50) £10
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878 APPROX 65 larger sized B&W photos. Many BR(S) early 1960s views noted. Quality varies. (65) 
£10

879 Two PHOTO ALBUMS containing photos of SECR, SER and LC&DR locomotives compiled 
by HD Hewitt commencing in 1894. Contains copious handwritten notes. Fragile and detached 
pages. £50

880 ALBUM containing approx 40 mostly postcard sized B&W photos showing locos and infrastructure 
views on former Midland Railway lines, many in the West Midlands. £10

881 ALBUM containing approx 166 postcard sized and larger B&W photos (including official) and a 
few diagrams of Midland Railway rolling stock. £10

Lots 882 - 929: Photographic Negatives and Slides
882 APPROX 35 larger format B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views, mostly GWR, 

LMS, LNER and Isle of Wight. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked 
with details. BTC. (35) £10

883 APPROX 35 larger format B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views, mostly GWR, 
LMS, LNER, LNWR, SR, LBSCR, LSWR, LT. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate 
packets and marked with details. BTC. (35) £10

884 APPROX 35 larger format B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views, mostly GWR, 
LMS, LNER, SR, LBSCR, North Wales Granite Co. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate 
packets and marked with details. BTC. (35) £10

885 APPROX 35 larger format B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views, mostly LMS, 
LNER, LNWR, LT, LBSCR. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked 
with details. BTC. (35) £10

886 APPROX 453 35mm B&W negatives showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 
70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (453) £20

887 APPROX 469 35mm B&W negatives showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 
70s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (469) £20

888 APPROX 50 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s & 60s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

889 APPROX 50 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s & 60s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

890 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s & 60s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £20

891 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s & 60s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £20

892 APPROX 50 various sized B&W negatives showing BR Standard locos in the 1950s & 60s. 
Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

893 APPROX 40 various sized B&W negatives, many showing BR(M) locos but also other topics 
including LMR. Circa 1950s & 60s. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and 
marked with details. (40) £10

894 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

895 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

896 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

897 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

898 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10
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899 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing steam loco views circa early 1960s. Various 
locations, not identified, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

900 APPROX 50 2¼" x 2¼" B&W negatives showing mid 1950s loco views, mainly ex GWR locos. All 
filed in separate packets, one or two marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (50) £10

901 APPROX 38 larger format B&W negatives showing steam in Scotland and northern England in 
the early 1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (38) £40

902 APPROX 55 larger format B&W negatives showing steam in Scotland and on the western region 
circa 1958. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Quality varies. (55) £20

903 ITALY. Approx 356 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, electric and diesel loco views in Italy 
circa 1960s - 80s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. 
(356) £20

904 SPAIN. Approx 287 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, electric and diesel loco views in Spain 
circa 1960s - 80s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. 
(287) £20

905 WEST GERMANY. Approx 484 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, electric and diesel loco 
views in West Germany circa 1960s - 80s. Various locations and types although not captioned. 
Appear reasonable quality. (484) £20

906 AUSTRIA. Approx 263 35mm B&W negatives showing steam, electric and diesel loco views in 
Austria circa 1960s - 80s. Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable 
quality. (263) £20

907 BUSES. Approx 458 35mm B&W negatives showing bus views circa early 1960s - early 1970s. 
Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (458) £50

908 BUSES. Approx 522 35mm B&W negatives showing bus views circa early 1960s - early 1970s. 
Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (522) £50

909 BUSES. Approx 510 35mm B&W negatives showing bus views circa early 1960s - early 1970s. 
Various locations and types although not captioned. Appear reasonable quality. (510) £50

910 APPROX 304 35mm colour slides showing BR wagons circa late 1970s - early 1980s. Good 
quality. (304) £10

911 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views in the summer of 1963. Mostly BR(S) 
locations including Southampton Docks, Millbrook, Eastleigh, Yeovil, Templecombe, Ashford etc. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £50

912 APPROX 200 35mm colour slides showing BR steam loco views in the 1960s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

913 APPROX 175 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views circa 1960s - 90s. 
Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

914 APPROX 200 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views circa 1960s - 90s. 
Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

915 ALBUM containing approx 425 large format unmounted colour slides showing views of HSTs 
circa 1980s and 90s. Appear good quality. (425) £10

916 ALBUM containing approx 420 large format unmounted colour slides showing views of class 66 
& 67 locos in the 1990s and 2000s. Appear good quality. (420) £10

917 APPROX 220 large format colour slides showing class 50 locos circa 1980s & 90s. Many in glass 
mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (220) £10

918 APPROX 90 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views circa 1960s - 80s. Locations 
include Europe and South East Asia. Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

919 APPROX 250 large format colour slides mostly showing shunting locos circa 1980s - 2000s. 
Many in glass mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (250) £10

920 ALBUM containing approx 660 large format unmounted colour slides showing views of DMUs 
circa 1980s and 90s. Appear good quality. (660) £10

921 ALBUM containing approx 480 large format unmounted colour slides showing class 47/57 locos 
circa 1980s and 90s. Appear good quality. (480) £10
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922 APPROX 90 large format colour slides showing class 33 locos circa 1980s & 90s. Many in glass 
mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (90) £10

923 APPROX 60 large format colour slides showing class 31 locos circa 1980s & 90s. Many in glass 
mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (60) £10

924 APPROX 200 large format colour slides showing class 37, 40 and 45 locos circa 1980s & 90s. 
Many in glass mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (200) £10

925 APPROX 90 large format colour slides showing class 56 locos circa 1990s. Many in glass mounts. 
Appear good quality. BTC. (90) £10

926 APPROX 90 large format colour slides showing signalboxes, signals and signalbox equipment 
circa 1990s. Many in glass mounts. Appear good quality. BTC. (90) £10

927 APPROX 200 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views circa 1960s - 80s. 
Locations include Europe, South Africa and Pakistan. Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. 
(Qty) £10

928 APPROX 200 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views in the 1980s. Locations 
include Turkey, Syria and Pakistan. Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

929 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views, most 1960s Europe. 
Appear reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

Lots 930 - 931: Unframed Carriage Prints
Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 

Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.
930 Two SR carriage prints, "Salisbury Cathedral, Wiltshire" and "Winchester Cathedral, Hampshire", 

both by Claude Buckle. Smaller sized than normal SR carriage prints (18" x 10"), many faults, 
tears and creases, especially to edges. (2) £10

931 CLC carriage system map. Red, blue and black coloured showing company lines between 
Manchester and Liverpool. Circa 1930s. Vertical fold at centre otherwise VGC. £10

Lots 932 - 982: Posters and Prints
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

932 BR(S) q/r map poster "London Town" showing artwork view of the major sights in central London 
surrounded by the coat of arms of the various London boroughs. Circa 1950s. Folded, small edge 
tears. £10

933 BR(S) q/r regional map showing main line and suburban services. Yellow, green and red print, 
dated 1956. Folded, edge creasing. £10

934 CUNEO q/r coloured pictorial poster showing Cuneo view of loco Linda and approaching train. 
Folded and a little creased, repaired edge tears. £10

935 BTC q/r poster "British Railways Locomotives" with artwork by Wolstenholme showing most of the 
standard classes and electric and diesel locos of the time (mid 1950s). Slight creasing, generally 
good condition. £10

936 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 30" x 20" photo pictorial poster "Chessington Zoo and Circus" showing 
photo of lioness and cubs. Text details bus connections with Surbiton and Epsom. Circa 1938. 
Folded. £10

937 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Make the most of this Indian Summer" showing Wolstenholme 
view of King George V loco and train. Circa 1950s. Small edge tears otherwise OK. £10

938 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Llandudno" showing coloured pictorial map view of the area 
with illustrations of local sights. Circa early 1960s. £10

939 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Weston-super-Mare in Sunny Somerset" showing view of woman 
bathers. Circa 1961. £10

940 BR(W) d/r sized colour photographic poster "The Shakespeare Country" showing view of Stratford 
upon Avon. Dated 1962. £10
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941 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Mini - Holidays by Kent Coast Electrics". Orange, green and 
black print showing view of family and carriage. Dated 1964. Edge creasing and small tears. £10

942 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Forward Great Northern" advertising named trains compared 
with services in 1909. Dated 1959. £10

943 BIG 4 published coloured pictorial poster "Avoid the Peaks. Travel mid-week" showing graph and 
railway lines. Dated April 1946. Folded, rusty holes at folds. £10

944 BR 20" x 30" coloured pictorial poster "See Britain By Train - The Eastgate, Chester" showing 
view of the street. General creasing, folded. £10

945 BRB & CHRISTIE'S d/r coloured photographic poster advertising the auction of railway items 
including the Deltic locomotive "Tulyar". Circa 1980s. £10

946 BRB d/r photographic poster "150 Years of Progress" showing details of events for the GWR 150 
celebrations in 1985. Some creasing. £10

947 BRB d/r coloured photographic poster "Get the Connection" showing connections via local train, 
London tube and Inter City. Dated 1978. £10

948 BRB d/r coloured photographic poster "Have a Good Trip" showing schoolboy and Stationmaster 
on platform. Dated 1978. £10

949 BRB d/r coloured photographic poster "British Rail is Travelling" showing head on view of class 
47 loco. Circa 1970s. £10

950 BR West Midlands d/r photo illustrated poster "Opening a New Era" advertising the opening of 
Birmingham Snow Hill station, October 1987. Folded. £10

951 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Break away this year to a new holiday. Go to Southern 
Ireland" advertising the Fishguard - Rosslare route. Undated. £10

952 BTC d/r poster "Send Your Parcels By Rail - Speedy Transit" with coloured illustration of parcels 
and rail. Dated 1956. Folded and with small fold tears. £10

953 BRB d/r pictorial poster "Group Travel. Save 25%" showing coloured photo and artwork view of 
Tower Bridge and HST. Dated 1989. Folded. £10

954 BRITISH TRANSPORT HOTELS d/r pictorial poster "Winterbreak Weekends" showing coloured 
view of countryside and HST crossing viaduct. Dated 1978. Folded. £10

955 INTER CITY PULLMAN d/r poster showing coloured photographic view of named carriage 
"Emmeline Pankhurst". Circa 1985. Folded. £10

956 INTER CITY d/r pictorial poster advertising luxury land cruises showing coloured photographic 
view of class 37 loco and train crossing Glenfinnan viaduct. Dated 1989. Folded, corner damage 
at top. £10

957 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising the Senior Citizen Railcard with coloured view of the 
railway from behind the driver. Dated 1993. Folded, marking at folds. £10

958 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Cuddle up for a few days away" showing coloured 
photographic view of cuddling bears. Dated 1991. £10

959 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "The Festival of London" showing coloured cartoon 
type view of activities. Circa early 1990s. Folded. £10

960 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster for Hoverspeed Seacat day trips to France showing 
coloured view of the vessel at sea. Dated 1992. Slight edge creasing. £10

961 NETWORK SOUTHEAST d/r photographic type poster advertising Leeds Castle showing view of 
castle and EMU. Dated 1992. £10

962 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster advertising Southend airshow showing coloured 
view of the Red Arrows over the seafront. Dated 1993. £10

963 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Meet a Friend for the Weekend" showing coloured 
photographic view of polar bears. Dated 1992. £10

964 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Picture Yourself at the Seaside" showing coloured 
view of family and fares to Margate. Dated 1987, back damage at top edge. £10

965 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Bargain Travel for Everyone with a Network Card" 
showing coloured view of EMU. Dated 1989, back damage at top edge. £10
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966 NETWORK SOUTH EAST q/r poster map "London Connections". Coloured map showing LT and 
BR lines around London and the suburbs. Circa 1990s. Edge creasing. £10

967 NETWORK SOUTH EAST q/r poster map showing the whole NSE system. Circa 1990s. Edge 
creasing. £10

968 BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1961. Folded. Plus BRB 
d/r poster advertising York railway museum and similar for the museum of British Transport at 
Clapham. Both circa late 1960s. Folded. (3) £10

969 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE d/r poster system map. Red, blue and black coloured, dated 1952. 
Folded, small tears at folds. £10

970 GWR Swindon Works letterpress poster re smoking during prohibited hours. 12" x 8", dated 
October 1921. £10

971 LNER headed (although Railway Executive NE region issued) d/r letterpress poster advertising 
new through express service between York and Swansea via Banbury. Red and blue print showing 
timetable. Dated May 1949. Edge wear and tears. Some edge staining. £10

972 BR(E) d/r time and faretable poster "Evening Excursions to Leigh on Sea, Chalkwell, Westcliff and 
Southend on Sea" from London area stations. Maroon print, dated 1949. Some staining. £10

973 BR(S) d/r poster advertising excursions to Littlehampton and Bognor Regis from various south 
west London stations. Green print, dated June 1948. A little creased/crumpled, tape repairs on 
rear. £50

974 BIG 4 published d/r letterpress poster "Reduction in Sea Surcharges" re charges for merchandise 
and live stock between Britain and the IOM & Ireland. Dated August 1946. Damp staining, thin in 
parts, folded, fragile. £10

975 BIG 4 published d/r letterpress poster "Reduction in Sea Surcharges" re charges for journeys 
between Britain and Ireland. Dated August 1946. Damp staining, folded, fragile. £10

976 LNER Doncaster Central train departure poster. 20" x 12" dated September 1932. Folded and 
fragile at folds. Some discolouration. £10

977 LMS d/r timetable poster for Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby & Manchester services. Dated May 
1946. Damp staining, thin in parts, folded, fragile. £10

978 BR(S) q/r timetable poster for Waterloo - Chilworth & Albury Sunday services dated June 1960. 
Plus similar for services in the opposite direction. Folded. (2) £10

979 BR(M) d/r train departure poster for Manchester Central. Dated April 1966. Folded. £10

980 MOZAMBIQUE RAILWAYS d/r timetable poster. Blue print, appears to cover all lines, dated 
1967. Folded. £10

981 MINISTRY OF LABOUR published d/r poster re the Disabled Persons Employment act, 1944. 
Red and black print. Damp stained, thin in parts, folded, fragile. £10

982 NATIONAL SAVINGS d/r sized coloured pictorial poster "To Better times - Save for Prosperity" 
showing signpost. Undated, possibly early post war. Folded, damp stained and faults. Fragile. £10

 

End of Postal Auction Section
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Lots 1001 - 1112: Books, Ephemera, Models and Hardware
1001 Quantity of RCTS published books including Locomotives of the LNER and GWR.  £10
1002 Small quantity of timetables. Mostly bus including Irish and overseas. Plus a few LT pocket maps.  

£10
1003 Bound volumes of the Locomotive Railway Carriage and Wagon Review issued between 1896 

and 1937.  £10
1004 Quantity of bound Traction magazines.  £10
1005 Box of overseas railways related hardback and softback books.  £10
1006 Quantity of glossy type modern leaflets from 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1007 Box of hardback books.  £10
1008 Quantity of tickets, rail and bus.  £10
1009 Box of hardback and softback books featuring overseas trams.  £10
1010 Box of ephemera including timetables.  £10
1011 Box of softback books including overseas interest.  £10
1012 Box of ephemera.  £10
1013 Box of hardback books.  £10
1014 Quantity of 7th series OS maps.  £10
1015 Box of overseas railways related hardback and softback books.  £10
1016 Box of ephemera including pre grouping items.  £10
1017 Box of hardback books.  £10
1018 Quantity of mostly GWR luggage labels.  £10
1019 Box of hardback and softback books featuring UK and overseas trams.  £10
1020 End of collection selection of ephemera including official publications.  £10
1021 Box of hardback books.  £10
1022 Quantity of bus tickets, UK and overseas.  £10
1023 Box of hardback books.  £10
1024 Box of ephemera and tickets.  £10
1025 Box of softback books.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 5th December at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.
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1026 Quantity of glossy type modern leaflets from 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1027 Box of hardback books.  £10
1028 Small quantity of ephemera, mostly timetables.  £10
1029 Box of hardback books.  £10
1030 Quantity of tickets. Mostly rail including platforms.  £10
1031 Box of hardback books.  £10
1032 Three LNWR diagram of private sidings books plus other ephemera.  £10
1033 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1034 Quantity of maps, guides and timetables. Mostly French.  £10
1035 Box of hardback books.  £10
1036 Quantity of plans, mostly signalling related.  £10
1037 Box of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways.  £10
1038 Quantity of glossy type modern leaflets from 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1039 Box of softback books.  £10
1040 Box of ephemera.  £10
1041 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1042 Quantity of newly published Preserved Steam Locomotives pocket books.  £10
1043 Box of hardback books.  £10
1044 Framed and glazed BR(E) map of Liverpool St area breakdown train arrangements.  £10
1045 Box of hardback books.  £10
1046 Box of plans, diagrams, etc including early items.  £10
1047 Box of hardback books.  £10
1048 Quantity of ephemera including early items.  £10
1049 Box of softback books.  £10
1050 Quantity of ephemera, mostly official publications.  £10
1051 Box of hardback books.  £10
1052 Bradshaw's 1829 map on rollers of the canals and navigable rivers in the midland counties.  £10
1053 Box of hardback books.  £10
1054 Small end of collection box of ephemera including framed and glazed share certificates.  £10
1055 Box of hardback books.  £10
1056 Quantity of ephemera, mostly official publications.  £10
1057 Box of hardback books.  £10
1058 Quantity of "O" gauge and larger model railway items.  £10
1059 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1060 Box of plans, diagrams, etc including early items.  £10
1061 Box of softback books.  £10
1062 Two large volumes of written minutes of evidence for the Border Union Railways bill 1859.  £10
1063 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1064 Quantity of ephemera, mostly official publications.  £10
1065 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1066 Quantity of bound Midland Railway Records and bound early model railway catalogues.  £10
1067 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1068 6 framed and glazed colour prints including F.Moore.  £10
1069 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1070 Quantity of BR and pre-nat handbills.  £10
1071 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1072 Box of Ian Allan ABC booklets including combines.  £10
1073 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
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1074 Quantity of WH Allen (Bedford) catalogues and bound company magazines.  £10
1075 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1076 Quantity of tickets in albums.  £10
1077 LMS framed and glazed signalbox diagram "Wellingborough North".  £10
1078 Quantity of UK and overseas railway company share dividend certificates.  £10
1079 LMS framed and glazed signalbox diagram "Wellingborough Station".  £10
1080 Box of ephemera.  £10
1081 LMS and BR framed and glazed apportionment diagrams from Neilson's Sidings Wellingborough 

and Wellingborough Junction.  £10
1082 GWR ledger type hardback book "Comparative Statement of Traffic Expenses at Stations - 

Shrewsbury Division". 150+ pages with hand written details.  £10
1083 Framed and glazed carriage print "Norfolk Broads" by Frank Mason.  £10
1084 Quantity of handbills. BR and earlier.  £10
1085 Quantity of bound and unbound GWR magazines.  £10
1086 Box of ephemera including WTTs and PTTs.  £10
1087 Box of Ian Allan ABC booklets including combines.  £10
1088 Quantity of handbills. BR and earlier.  £10
1089 Box of London Transport items including timetables and maps.  £10
1090 Quantity of accident reports.  £10
1091 Quantity of wagon labels including pre grouping examples.  £10
1092 Box of mainly GER plans.  £10
1093 Box of ephemera including overseas timetables.  £10
1094 Box of plans.  £10
1095 Box of ephemera and a guard's bag.  £10
1096 Box of station plans, mostly copies.  £10
1097 Box of Indian Railway documents and ephemera.  £10
1098 Box of bus company timetables and similar.  £10
1099 Box of maps including RCH.  £10
1100 Box of wagon labels including pre grouping.  £10
1101 Box of bus timetables and similar.  £10
1102 Box of ephemera, mostly pre grouping paperwork from various companies.  £10
1103 Quantity of railway related postcards. Commercial and official.  £10
1104 Box of ephemera including luggage and wagon labels.  £10
1105 Quantity of ephemera including WTTs and miscellaneous items.  £10
1106 Quantity of bus ephemera including timetables and London interest.  £10
1107 Box of overseas railway ephemera and timetables.  £10
1108 Box of WTTs.  £10
1109 Box of ephemera including rule books.  £10
1110 Box of softback books including diesel interest.  £10
1111 Box of softback and hardback books re overseas railways.  £10
1112 Quantity of tickets. Rail and a few bus.  £10

Lots 1401 - 1421: Photographs, Slides and Negatives
1401 Large photo album showing official views of track alteration schemes.  £10
1402 Approx 800 colour slides showing London Transport bus views.  £10
1403 Quantity of copy negatives showing Midland Railway rolling stock including set of 320 microfilm 

negatives and a large folder of Model Engineer cuttings.  £10
1404 Approx 800 colour slides mostly showing London Transport and London Country bus views.  £10
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1405 Quantity of station photos in albums.  £10
1406 Approx 500 colour slides showing London Country, Southend and Eastern National bus views.  

£10
1407 Quantity of postcards and photos in albums. Plus a few negatives.  £10
1408 Quantity of 35mm colour slides and B&W glass negatives.  £10
1409 Quantity of postcard sized B&W photos showing industrial archaeology views.  £10
1410 Quantity of photos and postcards many featuring overseas trams and railways.  £10
1411 Quantity of 35mm and 6 x 6 colour slides plus photos and miscellaneous ephemera.  £10
1412 Quantity of postcard sized B&W photos showing European and overseas railway views.  £10
1413 Album containing large number of B&W and colour 35mm negatives showing modern traction and 

preserved.  £10
1414 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing overseas and preserved steam views.  £10
1415 Quantity of postcard sized B&W photos showing mostly French railway views.  £10
1416 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing shipping views at UK ports.  £10
1417 Quantity of large format colour slides showing steam in the UK, East Germany and Poland.  £10
1418 Quantity of large format colour slides showing various modern traction views plus a few DVDs and 

miscellaneous items.  £10
1419 Box of approx 1000 B&W photos.  £10
1420 Box of approx 500 colour slides showing overseas railway views.  £10
1421 Quantity of negatives including glass plate.  £10

End of Auction

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 5th March 2016 and quality items are now 
being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in June and September 2016. Please see the 
organisers for information and advice.
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Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).

Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.
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